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Introduction 
 

A few years ago I read an interesting article with the title “Why exactly a bike?” In his 

writing Tamás Sztaniszláv explores exactly the same area from the point of view of a 

traffic expert that we present in this study from the side of the development of bicycle 

traffic in our region.     

Our association set as goal the promotion of cycling and the representation of bikers’ 

interest.   

In our region there are an increasing number of projects which aimed at improving the 

conditions of bicycle traffic. However, we found that in many cases they are not 

coordinated.  A large number of projects could not be realized, because not the locally 

feasible optimal solutions have been chosen, so the project was ended in the planning 

phase. This consumed a lot of money, time and energy from the project hosts, which 

does not advance our goals.   These are the experiences that motivated us to begin 

thinking and discussing together in this field, too. In this way we can avoid duplication 

of efforts and we can act so that our initiatives strengthen and connect with each other. 

Let’s find that road, which can really take forward the development of bicycle traffic to 

the greater satisfaction of bikers, residents and project hosts.  

The reason why this work has begun is the recognition that we have a lot to do in the 

field of bicycle traffic development in this region with many connections. With the 

cooperation between Csengersimáért Association and Dorolţ Municipality, the “On two 

wheels in Szatmár” - HURO/1001/154/ 1.1.3. project was created in the Hungary-

Romania Cross-Border Co-operation Programme 2007 – 2013. The activities of this 

project try to map and gather all those initiatives which want to act in the area of bicycle 

traffic conditions development in the region. In the project we assessed the situation of 

the implied settlement; we have identified those persons and organizations that want to 

act in this field. We have organized discussions for those interested in workshops, 

where they could learn about each other and each other’s plans. During the workshops 

we have mapped the possible border area bicycle tracks, thus ensuring the organising of 
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the existing and planned tracks into a network.   As a result of the surveys and of the 

workshops, we outline a coherent picture of the facilities of the bicycle track system 

near the border. Our aim is that tourists and inhabitants take better advantage of the 

possibilities created by collaborators for the interest of bicycle traffic.  

In the following pages we describe why cycling is the means of transport (or a way of 

life...) whose usage conditions we consider to be so important to be improved. In the 

mirror of the surveys we describe those aspects and methods which need to be 

considered and paid attention when outlining developments. We explore the capabilities 

that are available now, and we take into account the possibilities of their interconnection 

and development opportunities. On the base of the mapping of settlements and tracks by 

trying to count local initiatives that can be consolidated and linked we make suggestions 

regarding development directions in this field. We identified, photographed and 

recorded with the exact coordinates important objectives related to cycling. The data 

will be marked on a map and published on a web platform so that they would be 

accessible for everybody. With this study we aim to summarize the experiences of the 

surveys and of the workshops in this joint study, in which we would like to promote on 

a scale as large as possible our experiences, proposals and jointly formulated goals, 

opinions.  

The aim of our work, which cannot be mentioned enough times, is to improve the 

conditions of bicycle traffic for all participants. Thus, to convince an increasing number 

of people to use more this means of transport. For this we try to offer help with our 

work to actors of regional and local development, so that they could learn about our 

region’s plans and to get ideas for developments. We believe that the improvement of 

conditions is not only a question of money. Approach forming, community building 

improves the living conditions of both us, residents and bike users. 
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Why exactly a bike... 
(why environmental friendly, what is environmental friendly, what is accessible, what is 

good for what) 

 

According to many bike, because you can push it, you can ride it… Let’s see a few 

aspects, which give an answer to the initial question.   

This means of transport is the most suitable for getting to know our region. Why do we 

think so?  

You can get everywhere by bike. You can also go where there are wonderful attractions, 

but motorized travellers are not welcome. However, the Satu Mare area is the most 

famous and really unique of these places, so that’s why most visitors come. On the 

dikes not anyone can travel by car and ecologists don’t welcome motor bikers in the 

forests. It is an ideal means of transport for tourists and for all nature-loving people.  

Of course, cyclists have to respect the rules of hiking in nature, if they don’t want to be 

in conflict with people or authorities protecting nature. 

On small and medium distance it can rival with any means of transport in terms of 

speed and convenience. Numerous studies demonstrated that it is the fastest and 

comfortable means of transport in urban area traffic.  

In Fig. 1 we can see that the bike can be competitive with the bus in an inhabited area, 

and within 2.5 km even faster.   

 
Fig. 1: Travelling time by bike and bus in inhabited area 
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But it is not the same at all in what conditions, in which safety, in what time and in what 

environment we travel this distance. Without building a proper cycling infrastructure 

this movement form loved by many can turn easily into a dangerous, problematic, 

avoidable way of transport.1 

This is supported by our experience, it is ideal for going to work or for smaller 

shopping. I went to work for years by bike on a 3 km distance between my workplace 

and home in suit and with a suitcase. By bike you could go the same period of time as 

public transport, even in the morning rush hour the cars could not make more than a few 

minutes. In the countryside you can see, that the majority of the workers cycle to work 

inside the settlement. Most of the year the weather is not a problem, since only in heavy 

rain and big snow one cannot cycle comfortable, but it is only one month or two overall. 

By bike you can travel cheaply long distances with medium effort. It has a moderate 

sensitivity from the point of view of the weather, as one can ride the bike in rain, but on 

mud roads it is not really a fun.      

The next reason is that cycling is an environmental friendly means of transport. The 

pollution of the environment due to cycling is negligible. Cyclists do not pollute their 

environment more than pedestrians. Mainly extreme biking can cause environmental 

damage, but only a small part of cyclists practices this sport. Bicycles are mostly made 

of recyclable materials, so their production and processing in case of damage is 

relatively easy in an environmentally friendly way.   

Cycling is a health-friendly movement form. It is a sporty exercise, which has a serious 

health care effect even when it is done in a small degree daily or irregularly. It does not 

stress the body too much, so even the elderly prefer to use it on short and medium 

distances. We feel the motion easy and quick, so elderly people with increasing 

difficulty in moving can preserve the experience of self-mobility. Thus the elderly man 

cultivates his self-esteem, enhances his mental health.    

It offers experience to both young and old. As a complex form of movement it develops 

movement coordination and the sense of balance of children. Kids can acquire traffic 

rules due to biking at a young age, relatively safe. It is excellent fun and a trendy 
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movement form at the same time. Cycling never goes out of fashion. It is a community 

building fun suitable for social communication. While cycling people can get to know, 

talk or even court. Cycling is fun. Among the neighbouring settlements we noticed in 

Csenger that when the bicycle path was built on the left embankment of the Szamos 

more and more people went there for a ride.     Many young people date there with their 

partner, friends. Families met there for a common ride, during which the girls could also 

talk about interesting news of the day.   

The environment can be well observed, as the speed is suitable for this and quiet 

travelling is possible without disturbing creatures. It feels better than walking, as we 

travel 6-8 times the distances in the same amount of time and we do not get so tired. At 

this speed plants can be well observed, of course stopping in some cases for a thorough 

observation. In a car or on motorbike we do not have the possibility to do this, as we 

can see only the blurred green of the plants passing by, or it is too far for being noticed 

by the motorized people. In many cases we experience that bikers can approach and 

observe birds, or larger wild animals – deer, rabbits – than those who arrive loud or 

slow pedestrians.    

It is the cheapest means of transport from the point of view of investment and 

maintenance, too.  It is available almost everywhere in all levels of needs and in all 

price categories. It is not a coincidence that bicycle is used by most people in the 

poorest countries, too. It is enough to think of the Asian countries. Even here a new and 

properly fitted bike can be bought for around 80-100 € in the Tesco economy line, or 

second-hand for 30-50 €. However, with the used bikes buyers often strengthen black 

economy, as many of these are stolen bikes from the West (of course it can be just from 

the Western part of Hungary). On the other side it was nice, when a well-situated biker 

asserted that he does not use any more expensive tires on the bad roads, “he will not 

give more than 40 for a rim”. Most people living in the region barely spend more for 

buying a fully equipped bike. We also have to admit, that a quality bike can also be 

bought for 250-300 €. Maintenance does not require much money, only the wearing 

elements have to be replaced, which means 5-10 € a year, but in most cases even less.  It 

does not require a service, with just a few cheap tools and a little dexterity even a 
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teenager is able to solve the servicing. Complicated settings can be done for a small 

amount of money by a mechanic found in every little town. Minor adjustments and 

repairs can be sold with a few tools even during hiking.   

Building cycling infrastructure is relatively cheap, 1 km of separate bicycle path costs 

between 30–50 million Ft. Numerous types of bicycle paths can be connected to other 

transport infrastructure with even less financial effort. If we take a look at any transport 

infrastructure investment, with minimum investment the maximum satisfaction can be 

achieved without taking into consideration pedestrian traffic.     

At the same time we have to recognize that the cost of building bicycle paths can also 

increase during passing over the obstacles of the planning area.  

Bicycle traffic is space-saving: Six bikes can park in a car’s parking place, on a traffic 

lane about seven times more bikes can pass and wait at the intersections. It is enough to 

think about a street in the Far East to see this statement proved without serious 

calculations. 

2 
Cycling reduces dependence on fossil fuels and pollution: during the “Ride to work!” 

action in spring of 2008 cyclists speared environment from the emission of more than 

170 thousand kg of CO2. 3 

On the base of the above we can say that cycling is the most environmentally friendly, 

the most people friendly means of transport besides walking. 
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How this work was made 
 

We would like to quote again the beginning thoughts of the situational survey 

representing the predecessor of this study. „The Satu Mare region was analyzed in 

numerous studies from different points of view. The investigations from the point of 

view of the transport mainly examined the motorized means of transport and they put 

our region under microscope from the point of view of traffic management. In our 

survey we tried to measure the actual position of the most democratic and mainly 

sustainable means of transport of our region.  

The project is preparing somehow the way for the future development projects. Using 

the project management cycle it wants to be the catalyst for future projects in the area of 

intervention aiming bicycle traffic development. 

The whole project tries to provide a safe basis and the knowledge of each other’s 

activities. We bring partners closer and we help them learn about each other’s aims, 

ideas and plans. In this way we can avoid the creation of parallel projects and mutually 

reinforcing activities realize the dreams of the stakeholders and thus our joint aim: the 

development of our region!” 

In the project we provide participation to the stakeholders and partners, we enable later 

partners to join, thus bringing together the people who want to act and involving, 

integrating those who join later in the activities related to our joint goal, the 

development of bicycle traffic. 

The continuity and sustainability of bicycle traffic development is assured by the large 

scale cooperation and everything that facilitates the involvement of partners and the 

integration of their aims. 

In order to ensure a more complete professionalism of the work we involved traffic 

engineers, specialists working in state administration and authorities, persons 

performing environment protection and youth work. This was an important aspect for us 

in relation with the events and workshops and during the preparing of the study.  
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During the elaboration of the analysis and the study we perform our work by using the 

logical framework method. The method is consistently applied during the project and it 

greatly facilitates the integration of future projects. 

The tools leading to the achievement of the aim are analyzed integrated from the actors 

of the intervention area to the settlements, taking into consideration the micro-regions, 

the counties and the related strategies and interventions of the two countries and of the 

European Union as well. 

The partnership of the project is extended to the larger circle of the stakeholders of the 

intervention area.  

 

The project, in which we are making the surveys and the study, extends on the 

settlements of the neighbouring regions of the two countries – Hungary and Romania – 

in the work of our partnership. 

Two types of survey have been made. On one hand we examined the actual situation 

from the point of view of regional development, on the other hand from the point of 

view of cycling habits. Thus, we obtained a picture of the ideas aiming cycling 

development and of strengthening initiatives, as well on the other hand we learned 

about cyclists’ needs and expectations.  

In our survey we performed our work in 24 settlements of the two countries. In Hungary 

we examined the situation of bicycle traffic in 16 settlements of the two micro regions. 

We paid attention to the documents reflecting the ideas of participants from the region, 

settlement and regional development. We also examined the regulations and decisions 

reflecting the regulatory work of the legislating local governments and their associations 

in order to identify opportunities for development. 

Following the identification of the stakeholders we began collecting information from 

their aims regarding the goal of the project.  

In the frame of this in Romania local municipalities were contacted with a questionnaire 

by Agenda Setting KFT, cooperating with the Romanian partner. They collected data 

from the local municipalities regarding cycling destination points. This was followed by 
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a data collection with questionnaire on a representative group of 75 persons, where the 

target group was made of persons frequently using bicycle for transport.  

Quoting from the summary made with this occasion: 

„.The methods, needs and positions searched in this way can be used in supporting the later 
regulations/decisions of the involved local municipalities when there will be a possibility for the 
development of the bicycle path network from our county and connecting it to the Hungarian 
bicycle path network. 
In order to get a more complete picture of touristic possibilities found in Satu Mare county, we 
extended the collected and analysed data in the frame of the sociological study – on the base of 
present tracking report – with other objective evidence collected/recorded in the field, namely:  

1. In the first phase a database was set up with the main touristic and public destination 
points that can be found in the targeted settlements. The local municipalities of these 
settlements were involved via a questionnaire. In the questionnaire those touristic and 
cultural objectives had to be marked, that can be interesting for cyclists, as well as shops 
or destination points offering eating possibilities from the given settlement. In the case of 
Satu Mare we have selected a few important destination points, taking into account the 
unobstructed accessibility for cyclists.     

2. After finalizing the database, we began localizing the destination points on field, as well 
as making photos of the possible stops. At the same time the GPS coordinates of these 
points were recorded, too. Accordingly to the aims of this project, these operations were 
performed both on the trail and on the terminal.   

On the base of GPS measurements the marking on the map of the travelled routes has been 
completed.”4 

The settlements were measured through data clarification on personal interviews after 

data collection with questionnaire, as well as through objective and track mapping 

fieldwork, assisted by GPS, completed with map drawing and photographing. 

 

The data collection was carried out in two stages at the local governments and their 

associations. 
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1. At first we sent five-part questionnaire to the concerned authorities. 

The first part of the questionnaire asked the municipalities about existing and planned 

bicycle paths and about the related projects, investments.  

The second part of the questionnaire asked the municipalities about the infrastructures 

available for cycling and related plans.  

The third part of the questionnaire contained questions concerning planned campaigns, 

events related to cycling. 

The fourth part of the questionnaire asked the municipalities about settlement and 

regional level regulation documents related to cycling. 

The fifth part of the questionnaire inquired about important places from the point of 

view of cycling in the settlements and their neighbouring area. We also tried to 

complete these based on the information received from other partners with regard to the 

settlement, thus involving all the actors in the information collecting. If they failed in 

giving accurate information in connection with an objective, but they knew that it could 

be interesting or important for bikers (for example a private collection of stoves in the 

village, but they don’t know how and when can be visited and they know who runs it), 

are asked to provide the name and contact data of that person (name, phone number, e-

mail, anything), so that we can be in touch with him/her. We tried to motivate them with 

inspiring examples in defining the location of interesting places. (For example: “such 

places can also be churches, museums, private collections, gyms, hotels, shops, pubs, 

protected trees, fishing lakes, resting places, parks and many other places you think 

of.”) 

 

2. In the second phase of the data collection after the completion and receiving of the 

questionnaires, our staff returned to the representatives of the municipalities where 

consultation, clarification was necessary based on the data. In order to answer questions 

raised in relation with the questionnaires and to record comments and suggestions, we 

provided contact addresses and details where we assured with continuous duty the 

answering of the questions. Thus we could take into consideration both opinions raised 

related to our work and to the questions. 
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The answers, data given to the questionnaires were recorded in a database processed 

from many points of view. The analysis of the database was made using longer text and 

graphic evaluation after grouping the received answers. We paid attention at the 

preparation of the questions and then of the analysis to identify strong and weak points, 

possibilities and threats of actors in the area by using the SWOT analysis method. 

 

In parallel with the data collection we started on bike the mapping of tracks that can be 

used for cycling with the help of a GPS device. The routes connecting the settlements 

were mainly mapped from the point of view of tourism, and leisure cycling. The reason 

for this is that tracks that are interesting from the point of view of professional traffic 

that is going to work are located mainly between the housing and the target, generally 

along roads. The tracks mapped by us were added into a web application. During the 

mapping the cycling destination points of the settlements were also registered with GPS 

coordinates. We also took pictures of these locations, which were uploaded on the 

online map of these cycling destinations. The cycling destination points were introduced 

into a database, also making available main information about them. In choosing the 

destination points our hiking experience and data collection from stakeholders were of 

help. The example of tracks made with the used application is presented in the annex.  
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Fig. 1  The tracks are revised with the online aTrip application. 

 

Our partner has performed questionnaire survey among cyclists. The aim was to learn 

about expectations and habits of cyclists. During the survey 75 persons answered to the 

interviewer’s questions. The interviewed persons were people travelling by bicycle, as 

we wanted to learn about habits, expectations and attitudes. It was important for us that 

in our suggestions for the development of bicycle traffic to take into account the 

expectations of those, who are actively using the existing infrastructure. The survey 

provided a lot of new information and it underlined in a measurable way what 

experienced trip organisers have said.  At the same time new issues emerged and their 

analysis put in a new light cyclists’ attitude, expectations. We hope that through this we 

can develop for them, in a favourable way for them.   

After the collection of the questionnaires was followed by their analysis, the collected 

and systematized information was approached mainly from a sociological point of view.  

The presentation of stakeholders and of their aims is followed by the analysis of this 

information. In doing so, we examine the attitudes of those involved from the point of 

view of our strategic goal the development of bicycle traffic. These attitudes - or as 

Márkus Béla formulates “the extent of support of the given stakeholder” – can be 
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blocking, neutral or supporting.5 This cannot be surprising for us. There are interested 

parties, for who other development goals are more important, so our goals are neutral to 

them, or from a certain point of view they are counter interested with our goals, so they 

can block our initiatives. Because I believe that we can achieve our goals the most 

successful on a larger area possible, if we work together with an increasing number of 

stakeholders, so we try to change into a positive direction the attitude of those involved. 

If we want to work with as many stakeholders, it is essential that we know well those 

involved being in different positions and thus able to exert different degrees of influence 

on our initiatives. The analysis is made in order to know them.  
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The analysis of actors involved in the project. 
 

Those involved can have a different influence on our project, our goals. Accordingly, as 

Márkus Béla formulated, those involved can have a great, medium or small influence on 

the changes caused by the project. At the same time, our project can have a small, 

medium or great influence on the existence of those involved, which significantly 

increases the strength of their reactions related to the project. 

The analysis of the roles of implied persons is considered by us to be of great 

importance for the progression of our aim. We had cases, when a good cause was 

abandoned due to the opposition, indifference of a wrongly addressed target group. In 

relation to the “management” of the implied persons concerning the intervention I will 

show with an example what I mean.   In relation with the development of bicycle traffic 

the planned building of the bicycle path along road 49, this development will have a 

great positive impact on the existence of the agricultural worker living in the settlement 

and working in the other settlement, as he does not have to ride the bike on the 

dangerously high traffic main road and we hope that thus he is implied in less accidents 

and lives with less stress. His personal impact on our planned intervention will be small, 

as he will not take part either in the planning, or he does not have an influence on 

ensuring the necessary sources for the development in the intervention area. He is part 

of the statistics, which justifies the development intervention (building bicycle path). He 

can make positive declarations in the media about this plan, which in case can have a 

stronger effect by indirectly influencing the opinion of decision makers. In our example 

his existential exposure is high, but the level of support is small or medium, but he 

supports the plan. In his case the strategy proposed by us for the implementation of the 

intervention is the popularization of our plan through communication, the increasing of 

his loyalty towards this through communication, and with his participation on a 

demonstration organised to popularize the planned intervention his support can reach a 

medium level. We deal with him as an implied person, but when prioritizing the 
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addressing order, he is in the back. Later his role can change, as the intervention has no 

use without users. In the preparation phase his role is not important, but in the 

sustainability period after implementation his role increases.   

 

Following the example we examine the county politician as implied person in relation 

with the bicycle path building between the same two settlements. The politician from 

the example might have decision proposal in regional development problems, so he can 

have a great influence on the project written for obtaining the necessary resources for 

the implementation of the intervention and so on the intervention itself. In the 

preparation phase of the intervention it is important to form a supportive attitude in him, 

for which we have to use a personalized communication. That is we have to convince 

him personally about the importance of our plan. It does not influence him existentially 

or only in a very small extent, as except a short trip it is unlike to use more the bicycle 

path to be built. We can change this by increasing his existential exposure, for example 

with an inauguration ceremony with mass media coverage, where he can raise votes. In 

the sustainability period of the intervention we do not count on him, as he will not use 

it, so his importance decreases with the advancing of the project. With this example I 

wanted to show, that how important are the stakeholders’ attitudes discovered during 

the survey from the point of view of the intervention, and that the role of the 

stakeholders can change continuously during the life cycle of the project. We always 

have to be able to provide answers during the interaction with them.  

 

After completing the analysis, we propose strategies for communication and 

collaboration with each stakeholder. The aim of this is to create a more positive attitude 

in the concerned and by taking into account and knowing their interests, to develop a 

more positive approach towards our project than in the initial state.  
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Fig. 2 The grouping of the stakeholders 6 

 

After the completion of the survey and filtering and organizing of the data, the 

involvement of the stakeholders in workshop follows.   

The workshop has several goals.  

We would like to present the stakeholders their points of view, which in some cases can 

be significantly different, from the point of view of bicycle traffic as goal. 

On the other hand we try to provide new information to the involved related to possible 

methods, directions leading to the achievement of the goal.  

In this way we try to integrate the stakeholders and their goals, interests into our efforts 

of developing bicycle traffic, as our strategic goal.  

All this is the driving force of the interaction with the stakeholders. It should not be 

hypocritically denied that if we want something, then we continue communication with 

those involved. Of course, a person is motivated by many goals at the same time in the 

communication with those involved; however our work is about this project, so this is 

defined as the goal of our communication. 
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Fig. 3 The management of the stakeholders 

 

During our work its effectiveness is is greatly influenced by the success of 

communication with the stakeholders. However, the development of bicycle traffic in 

the region can be imagined only as the result of the work of those involved. This cannot 

be done only by civilians. This cannot be extorted with campaigns out of decision 

makers, even if these campaigns enjoy great social support, which we have to admit is 

not always the case. The goal can be achieved, if decision makers make it their own, if it 

becomes important for them. It does not matter, if they are cycling or not.   

After the organizing of the information, the elaboration of preliminary opinions follows, 

which in the knowledge of the survey can be debated by participants at the workshop 

and we can take into account their opinion. 

The analysis of the information is performed with the SWOT analysis. This is made 

from the point of view of the given settlements and the region as a whole. We try to 

decide the conclusions of this analysis as well as the extent of the influence of these 

factors on bicycle traffic and its development by learning about numerous professional 

studies in this field. The findings of this analysis as well as the influence of the factors 

can be discussed and this was one of the aims of the workshop. 
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In the case of the workshop an important aspect is that during the completion of the 

survey we make proposals of the organizations and persons proposed to be invited to 

the workshops. On the base of our experiences we found that the workshop really works 

in the case of small group activities, as in the case of groups larger than 10-12 the 

possibility of meaningful communication is lost, even in the presence of an experienced 

moderator. The recording and processing of proposals made at the workshop is an 

important moment in the preparation of solution suggestions. In connection with the 

workshop we would deal more in the summary of this study. 

The survey related to the development of bicycle traffic in fact ends at this point. This is 

followed by the next step, which is the analysis of the experiences and proposing 

solutions. It is necessary to provide a broader spectrum of development methods by 

examining solution ideas or techniques just tried in other places, similar areas. At the 

same time we can say that without a thorough and wide-ranging survey it is impossible 

to make a study providing good solutions, development suggestions. The activities of 

this survey target this. For this purpose we included in our work from transportation 

engineer, through gender equality professional and tour organizer, people with tourism 

and project management experience, and most importantly developers of the region and 

of settlements. They are those local people, who were elected by the local community as 

advocates, representatives. We asked them to present us their settlements, goals, plans. 

This development goal can be achieved only by this collaboration. 
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The involvement of the stakeholders in the project. 
 

Following the completion of the situational evaluation by using the collected and 

analyzed information we identified the stakeholders regarding the different aspects of 

the project.  According to our idea we approached the target groups in many ways.   

One method of involving the stakeholders was implying them in the data collection. 

They provided us data, which otherwise we obtained with much more difficulty. With 

this they could feel our initiative as being theirs, too.   

 

We have also experienced, of course, that not all stakeholders were cooperant in the 

survey. That is why we looked for other ways of getting in touch with them. If we did 

not get an answer to our request and we could not get in touch with a person, then we 

asked somebody else to do this. This in few cases was successfull, but there were people 

who were simply not interested in the development of  bicycle traffic neither from a 

touristic (Who will come here?!), nor from a traffic (those who own only a bike used it 

so far, and they will travel where they have travelled before...) point of view. In the 

region we tried to contact somebody else, who was willing to offer help and to 

cooperate. On several occasions we asked personal meeting from non-respondents to e-

mail, and if this was not possible in few cases we conducted the data collection and 

informing by telephone.    

 

We chose as the other method the invitation to workshop, project events. We used two 

approaches for invitations to events.  

On one hand we invited as specialists that part of the stakeholders, who in the 

infrastructural part of the development take part from the part of the authorities. We 

asked these stakeholders to share their experiences in the authorization processes as 

presenters to those, who plan developments in the area. To clarify their position, this 

offered possibility for participants to learn about the motivations, principles that are 

behind the decisions. In doing so, participants could ask questions the presenters, and 

could confront their opinions. This provided opportunity for both parties to influence 
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each other’s point of view and to present and learn about the points of view of 

stakeholders working sometimes for the same aim, but with a different approach.  

On the other hand we involved the stakeholders in the information collection and thus 

we provided opportunity to know each other’s aims and ideas, as well between 

settlements.   After all, we have often seen that even neighbouring settlements do not 

know what development the other settlement plans to do. And neither of the non-

governmental organizations knows about the development plans of the entrepreneur 

working in the same settlement. Bringing together these plans resulted in new 

cooperation.    

 

Learning about and showing good practices can motivate new actions, can give birth to 

new project ideas. Partners have found each other and ideas being the basis for future 

projects emerged during conversations.  

In our opinion these interaction can result in the as widely as possible continuation of 

the aim of our project, the development of bicycle traffic.   
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About the planning area 
 

This study deals with 24 settlements in Romania and Hungary on a both sides of the 

border. The situational surveys examined the situation of 16 Hungarian and the cyclists 

from 8 Romanian settlements along the border, as well as with the destination points 

identified in both countries. We included these settlements in our study, because on the 

existing bicycle path network completed in our project with the planned bicycle paths 

these settlements will be directly connected with a united and secure bicycle path 

network, as well the future development plans are aimed at these goals. 

At present there are five bicycle paths in the region, from which two longer sections 

defined the planning area. The longest, 40 km bicycle path starts from Satu Mare and 

touching Csenger it reaches the bridge of the Szamos River on top of the left bank. 

From the dike a bicycle path runs through the city to Csenger. Walking across the 

bridge, the bicycle path continues towards Fehérgyarmat on the right bank. The other 

longer bicycle path runs 7 km on top of the closing dike on the area between the 

Szamos-Túr rivers from Csengersima to Csegöld and after that on the road on top of the 

dike 8 km to Zajta, where it goes on the closing dike surrounding the settlement to the 

dirt road towards the railway station.  From the starting point of this bicycle path in 

Csengersima another 2.5 km long bicycle path runs to the border crossing point near 

road 49. 

 

The existing bike paths in Satu Mare were built and developed in the past few years. 

Among these the bicycle path running on the left embankment of the Someş river was 

built in the frame of the Hungarian-Romanian cross-border cooperation. This bicycle 

path traced the main direction of our project. In 2012 the bicycle path planned by Satu 

Mare Municipality and the Upper Tisza Regional Water Directorate was built on the 

right embankment of the Someş from Satu Mare towards Dara. The bicycle path 

running on the administrative area of Dara on the right embankment of the Someş will 
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be completed in 2013 from national resources by Dorolţ Municipality. The application 

submitted in 2012 contains the construction of the bicycle path already planned by the 

Upper Tisza Regional Water Directorate on the embankment of the Someş from the 

state border on the area of Komlódtótfalu to the Someş-Tur closing dam. With this 

section, as well as by the construction of the bicycle paths planned in this project a 

unitary network will be created.   

In this project we plan two bicycle paths.  

The section planned in Romania goes from the right embankment of the Someş near the 

Dara channel from the Dara pumping station to the Petea border crossing point. from 

this section two branches will be planned. The first one goes along the fishing ponds 

(Someş dead channel) to Dara, thus offering cyclists the possibility of fishing, relaxing 

and eating tasty dishes in the restaurants of the settlement.  

The second branch helps cyclists reach the Dara forest, where Dorolţ Municipality plans 

the construction of a forest sports field and resting place, which will be an excellent 

relaxing possibility. These sections form a unitary network. The main line of the planed 

bicycle path makes available the existing bicycle path through the border crossing point. 

This is important from two reasons, on one hand it connects the sections built from 

various resources to the existing network, on the other hand it makes possible the 

bicycle traffic between the two countries until the border becomes permeable on any 

point due to the accession into the Schengen area. In fact it is the only regular crossing 

point in the bicycle paths network. With the branches many destination points join the 

network, which makes bicycle paths more usable and attractive.  

The planned 5.2 km long bicycle path runs starting from the bridge in Szamosbecs on 

the right bank of the Szamos river to Komlódtótfalu, where it goes on top of the closing 

dike of the area between the  Szamos-Túr rivers until the meeting point between road 49 

and the bicycle path on the closing dike. Together with the sections planned by 

FETIVIZIG it reaches the border in three points where it is connected with the 

Romanian bicycle paths. Thus in Hungary a 70 km contiguous bicycle path network can 

be established. In our project a cycling base is also projected, which as a centre can 
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provide niche services for bikers arriving in the region with service, bike rental, 

accommodation, recreational and dining facilities.  

 

 
The surveyed settlements are on the right and left side of the Szamos river, as well 

along the closing dam towards the Túr river.  These settlements lie close to each other in 
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the Szatmár plain on clayey alluvial soils uploaded by the Szamos and the Túr river, on 

a flat land divided up by streams and delimited by forests. These 24 settlements are in 

the about 35 km long and 15 km wide surveyed area. This influences planning from that 

point of view, that there are a lot of urban areas, where facilities of bicycle traffic cannot 

be planned “comfortably”; there are a lot of utility change, narrowing... The streams 

represent obstacles that can be overcome only by bridges with high costs. They define 

the trail, as nobody wants to lead the bike path from one side to another, even when 

there is a bridge, since here the proper construction has significant costs. The 

embankments are on the same time a trail at hand and that can be lead with low costs, 

on the other hand it is a tall object (it rises 5-8 m from its environment) and it is costly 

to take on it and to cross with it the bicycle path. At the same time they provide an 

excellent view on the surrounding landscape and the flora and fauna near rivers is 

always varied and interesting.  The quality of the soil mainly represents a challenge at 

the construction of the path’s structure, as on clay soil it is difficult to build a good and 

durable path due to the volume changes of the soil. 

 

The surveyed settlements in Romania are on both sides of the Szamos river in Satu 

Mare County in the area touched by built and planned bicycle paths. Oar on the left 

bank of the Szamos and Decebal not involved in the project belong to Vetiş. The 

bicycle path running on the left flood protection embankment from Satu Mare to Fehér-

gyarmat reaches the frontier at Oar. Dara, Petea and Atea on the right side of the Sza-

mos river belong to Dorolţ. The bicycle path running from Satu Mare to the frontier on 

the right flood protection embankment of the Szamos will touch it and the section 

towards the frontier. A development serving bicycle traffic is planned towards 

northtouching Atea and across the Géci forest and across Peleş towards Zajta. As in 

Romania the planned facilities touch more settlements, their authorization is made by 

the Council of Satu Mare County. If a planned facility is being planned only in the 

boundaries of a settlement, then the Local Municipality authorizes it.7.  
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In Hungary the settlements are in two  micro-regions and in the same time districts: in 

the Csenger micro-region and in the Fehérgyarmat micro-region. This influenced our 

work to the extent that the construction authorization authority for settlements in the 

micro-region is in the micro-region seat, which influenced our data collection and we 

have to pay attention to this at the interventions planned in the settlements. We have to 

mention, that in relation to the administrative changes at the authorization of local 

municipality projects the building authority is competent, in the case of the surveyed 

settlements the Mátészalka District Office of the Government Office of Szabolcs-

Szatmár-Bereg County. At the same time for the bicycle traffic facilities authorization 

the Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County Government Office Inspectorate of Road Transport 

Department is responsible, which was set up by transforming the former National 

Transport Authority. We will discuss later the authorities collaborating in the 

authorization process. 

 

In Satu Mare County there are the following examined settlements: 

Atea (Atya), 

Dara (Szamosdara), 

Dorolt (Pusztadaróc), 

Oar (Óvári) 

Peles (Nagypeleske), 

Petea (Pete), 

Satu Mare (Szatmárnémeti), 

Vetis (Vetés). 

 

The Fehérgyarmat micro-region includes the following studied settlements: 

Cégénydányád 

Császló 

Csegöld 

Fehérgyarmat 

Gyügye 
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Hermánszeg 

Szamossályi 

Szamosújlak 

Gacsály 

Zajta 

Rozsály 

 

The Csenger micro-region includes the following studied settlements: 

Csenger 

Csengersima-Nagygéc 

Komlódtótfalu 

Szamosbecs 

Szamostatárfalva 

 

The settlements are subject to the regulations of the Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County  

Development Plan. The two bicycle paths from the development plan appears as part of 

the national bicycle path network: on the Csengersima-Tiszabecs and Csengersima-

border sections.8 T Our region is treated as a priority area from the point of view of 

cross border relationships. The key objective of the development of transport networks: 

 

„With the increasing of the costs of transportation the demand for creating a safe and 

comfortable condition system for the professional bicycle traffic also increases. The 

development of cycling infrastructure is also a key element in the growth of the county’s 

tourist attraction;” 9 
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Fig. 4 Regional development plan Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County Traffic networks 
and their facilities 10 
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The Micro-region Complex Development Programmes deal with the development of 

bicycle traffic only slightly. From the point of view of transportation development this 

means of transport is not discussed, it is only slightly mentioned from the point of view 

of tourism development. 

The local development plans mention only generally the bicycle traffic development, in 

most cases only emphasizing the tourism development. 

In the situational survey completed in Hungary we examined the starting point 

settlement by settlement. 

 
Fig. 5 Plan of bicycle path comprising the largest part of the planning area with cycling 

destination point and coordinates. 
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Settlements analyzed in the situational assessment were examined from the point of 

view of bicycle traffic. The situational assessment examined the settlements according 

to unitary aspects and the area of intervention of the project delimited by the built 

bicycle paths. We started on the base of the information from questionnaires sent to 

settlement municipalities and to other organizations and we completed this on the base 

of the available information.  

We cannot emphasize enough, that the development of bicycle traffic does not mean 

exclusively the building and development of bicycle paths. All interventions that can 

have as result the growth of this means of transport are considered to be the 

development of bicycle traffic. This can be a campaign, event (which has to be reported 

to the police over a certain number of participants), marketing tools or association, 

training, organizing services, development or building. Interventions for the 

development of bicycle traffic can be activities of any person or organization. 

We try to analyze all conditions, which can have influence on the development of 

bicycle traffic, so that we could make proposals in the study taking into account these 

and what was said at the workshops. However, we know that we cannot tell what must 

be done so that the situation of bicycle traffic should be perfect everywhere. We would 

like to make proposals and to draw attention to a few problems, on base of which ideas 

might emerge and the cost demand of these can be determined more easily.   

All in all we can say that bicycle traffic exists consistently in the settlements of the 

examined region in a way defined by the settlement structure and traditions of the 

region and by the buying power of the society. These needs vary according to age, but 

once somebody learned – with rare exceptions – they use it, likes to ride a bike or wants 

to use this mode of transport. Habits developed over long decades cannot be changed 

with quick actions, but we have the opportunity to improve the comfort feeling of 

travelling people. We have the possibility to gradually change bad habits through young 

people and with the help of the police. Through approach forming, we can influence 

decision makers in that direction which has effect in raising bicycle traffic popularity. It 
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is necessary for the emerging ideas to be transferred in the development documents of 

the settlements as far as possible.  

If this base is thought over with joint work – feeling the responsibility for managing 

problems and taking advantage of possibilities –, then we will get a document that helps 

finding the necessary means for achieving our goal and to determine the amount of 

necessary resources.  We do this so that the number of parallel, antagonistic actions 

should be reduced, however, the number of sequential and synergistic actions increase. 

The synergistic actions will help more effectively in achieving the development goal, 

than the involved could achieve separately. 
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Interventions for bicycle traffic development. 
 

The actions that can be and are taken for the development of the bicycle traffic are very 

diverse. They are not linked to an organization, as well as individuals can act for this 

and it is not necessary to spend huge amounts of money. How can this be? 

We can say that individuals form organizations and also shape the image of these 

organizations. However, it is also possible to start with much smaller steps. Individuals 

are those, who can shape the views of the youth or of their contemporaries by personal 

example that is by using bikes for commuting to work. Individuals are those, who talk 

about during conversations the pleasure of cycling, about how much experience they 

get, how good they feel during cycling. Individuals are the teachers, who can organise 

programs for the youth during school time and not only. As a school trip requires 

relatively less money, but serious determination and organizing. Showing an example is 

also when we give properly equipped bikes to our children or to our family members. 

Individuals take part and go to those events, protests, demonstrations organized for 

cyclists. Individuals are those, who ride bicycles, never organizations or local 

municipalities.      

Organizations can use and create numerous tools for the development of cycling 

possibilities. They can mobilize resources, which are not accessible for individuals for 

example through projects. Organizations are civil unions, the church, the local 

municipality; the company dealing with cycling should operate a rental, repair shop or a 

camping. Individuals gathered in organizations can combine their force, knowledge, 

time as well as simply the power of mass pressure. We cannot emphasize enough times 

that it is necessary to act for our joint goal through organizations according to the 

saying: Unity is strength! 

Interventions have effects in many fields socially, economically and territorially. 
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Campaigns, demonstrations 

 

The most visible way of the interventions is when an organization organizes a 

demonstration, in our case for cycling and cyclists. As example we can mention Critical 

Mass, a national event outgrown itself, which has been cancelled since then in our 

capital. But let’s see a few examples of campaigns, which appear the soon in our region, 

the better for us all.   

 
The 2009 autumn critical Mass Budapest poster. Source Wikipedia 

As well the logo created after the cancellation of the 2012 autumn Critical Mass. 

 

Critical Mass 
Originally it started as a city bike tours held in order to highlight and show how little 

bicycle-friendly place is a city with its traffic. Critical Mass is not a direct action rather 

than a city bike tour, where bikers gather on an announced gathering place and ride 

together from one point to another of the city.  

In Hungary in April, on Earth Day and in September on the European car free day two 

major marches were held. On the Critical Mass marches the participants cycled through 

an announced route (usually with police supervision). Frequently, in intersections or at 
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the finish participants raised their bikes over their heads, drawing attention to the right 

to exist and disadvantaged position of this form of transport11 

 

Everybody is born pedestrian campaign  

The Hungarian Cyclists’ Club in the frame of the campaign “Everybody is born 

pedestrian”,  organized by the Ministry of Public Administration and Justice has 

produced and published a short video, with the aim of drawing attention that the 

pavement is not for the traffic of vehicles.  

The Hungarian Cyclists’ Club has been working for years so that all the conditions and 

the infrastructure of bicycle traffic should finally be created. The lack of this or a not 

proper establishment (yellow stripes painted on the pavement) not only doesn’t help the 

desired development of bicycle traffic, but it creates new dangerous situations in the 

traffic already burdened with conflicts.   

Nowadays, when more and more choose to cycle, a daily problem is cycling on the 

pavement. Pedestrians get into danger or get scared, and – opposite to misbelieves – 

cyclists are also endangered. The majority of cycling accidents take place in the 

intersections of pavements and bicycle paths.  First of all, the task and responsibility of 

engineers and of settlements’ specialist is to solve this problem for good.  Besides this 

the Hungarian Cyclists’ Club has as its aim the change of cyclists’ attitude, their 

behaviour in traffic. 12 

 

European Car Free Day – September 22. 
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Move in the right direction! Under the name of the European Car Free Day the cycling 

promotion campaign was organized in two settlements in our region.  On 22 September 

2012 Fehérgyarmat and Csenger joined the national campaign. 

 
The poster of the events organized in Fehérgyarmat. 

 
„European Mobility Week 2012” in Satu Mare (and Vetiş) together with Csenger. 

With the occasion of the European Mobility Week, with the motto „Move to the right 

direction!”, the Environmental Protection Agency Satu Mare (APM) county on 23 

September organizes a bicycle march and a kayak tour along the Szamos river to 

promote these environment friendly means of transport. The event is organized in 

collaboration with the Satu Mare County Government Commissioner's Office, the Satu 

Mare County Council, Satu Mare, Vetiş and Csenger mayor's office and the 

Environment, Nature Conservation and Water Management Inspectorate from 
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Vásárosnamény. Participants meet at 9 o’clock in the morning in the new centre of Satu 

Mare. From there they set out on bike on the embankment of the Szamos and near Oar 

they arrive at the Hungarian frontier, which will be temporarily opened during the 

ent. 13 

  

ev

 
The aim of the Bike To Work! Campaign is to promote the everyday bicycle traffic.  In 

the 5-weeks campaign organized twice in a year since 2008, in spring and in autumn 

e will 

. The declarations of schools are also required in the contest between 

hools.14 

 

occasionally an average of more than 10 thousand people cycle to work.      

Since autumn 2008, the Hungarian Cyclists’ Club in collaboration with the Ministry of 

National development (formerly GKM/KHEM) organizes the Bike to Work! campaign.  

Every individual can participate in the game for free. In order to participate, they have 

to register on the bam.hu/bringazzmunkaba.hu page. Participants with the registration 

automatically accept the rules of the game. Violation of the rules of the gam

automatically invalidate that participant’s entry!  

In the corporate contest organizations compete in categories according to their size, to 

prove the number of employees in the workplace the company must submit a 

declaration

sc
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Children are the most open to new thinking in transport, as in everything else. We 

would like to spread sustainable traffic in our country, for this education of children and 

through them that of parents is necessary. Our Bike to School! Campaign helps this, 

ns”. In the biketrains children cycle one after 

bicycle from the possible means of transport, thus 

e campaign should promote cycling to a broad public as an active means of transport 

rk.15 

sq km 

side.  

training families that they don’t have to go to school by car, the bicycle also can be used 

for this.  

In the frame of the Bike to School campaign primary school children in the morning 

joyfully cycle to school joining “biketrai

another in a row closed by a parent at each end, those in the biketrain wear specific T-

shirt, hat and a small flag on their bike.   

The program... is the sample program of a long-term work, with the aim to encourage 

parents to choose more frequently the 

th

when taking their children to wo

 

Only ten minutes by bike 
 

Bicycle is the ideal means of transport of cities. With a ten-minute cycling a 20 

area opens for us. The blog would like to show examples for what we can solve in 10 

minutes cycling (sometimes a little bit more) in Budapest and in the country

…calculated at a comfortable 15 km/h average speed. Thus in one direction 2.5 km can 

be travelled in 10 minutes, which represents the radius of a 20 km2 circle.  

The idea is not mine. In Offenbach, Germany cycling was promoted in this way. The 

ow 

xamples for this in the future, certainly with that (obvious) purpose to move to the 

cycles as many people as possible, at least on the level of trying out.16 

 

editors of the original publication besides speed emphasized the quiet and 

environmental friendly functioning, as well its role in the daily exercise.   

Of course, the size of Budapest exceeds the one of Nauru’s, but with a 10-20-30 

minutes’ cycling you can solve several things here, too. The blog wishes to sh

e

seats of the bi

http://picasaweb.google.com/saganbp/10percbringa#5441902100150078370
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Cycling in 
By this initiative we would like to encourage less experienced cyclists through short 

theoretical and practical training and thus to contribute to the spreading of cycling as an 

veryday transport alternative and to the creation of its widespread culture.  

 the medieval churches found along the Szamos river starting from 

égénydányád. 

ther by those 

ork/School! campaigns), or to 

 practical remedy for an existing problem (Cycling in). 

sing logos or other distinctive features it will be a cool 

ing, which is good to assume.  

n makers. It can be advantageous to support them politically and the project is 

orn.  

cycling, as any other activity requires a service background.  By this service background 

e

 

Churches of Szatmár bicycle tour 
A cycling program also organized in our region is the Churches of Szatmár bicycle tour 

organized every year in the frame of the Szamos-feszt in Cégénydányád, where 

participants visit

C

 

As we can see from the above examples, numerous events and campaigns are organized 

every year, continuously extending the offer. These events are kept toge

organizations, who feel the development of bicycle traffic as their cause.   

The events, campaigns offer the possibility to raise attention for a problem (Critical 

Mass), or dissemination of good practices (the Bike to W

a

 

The huge advantage of a campaign is that what is not trendy to do alone, or it seems not 

to be, connected to a campaign, u

th

 

The interventions listed here mainly have a social effect, but numerous other 

interventions start based on them, because not only demand is created, as this was there 

previously, but this demand suddenly appears clearly to everyone, including the 

decisio

b

 

Interventions can be made in the field of economy development. The general spread of 
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I mean the economic and service network helping cycling, which serves cyclists’ needs. 

Bike shops, repair shops, bicycle education, tours and rentals and we can continue 

listing the services tailored for the needs of those who use them specially (mainly 

bikers) and not specially (bikers and others, such as: dining possibilities, resting places). 

We use the word formation instead of designing, as the establishment of this service 

background is an economic process, which is influenced by market processes in a 

market economy. As long as an activity is not the responsibility of the state in the 

market economy, the government does not create supply organizations, such as 

education. If the state considers the strengthening of the process important, then it takes 

measures to help it. Nowadays in the two countries numerous application possibilities 

ensure for the actors of the economic sector to launch such profit-oriented or even non-

profit businesses that fulfil these needs. These services are partly given in our region, as 

they have formed during the years.  Today in every little and large cities (Csenger, 

Fehérgyarmat, Szatmárnémeti) and bigger villages (Rozsály, Jánkmajtis) one can buy 

bicycles and basic spare parts for them. In every little or large city there is a bicycle 

repair shop or repair possibility. Of course the level of shops, repair shops and services 

is different. According to our experiences the shops and services in the region are 

prepared to fulfil the average needs that might appear. Their price offer and expertise is 

according to this. For more serious spare parts, as well as for more serious repairs we 

can find a proper place in Satu Mare. This is a natural phenomenon in the market 

economy, where only those products and expertise is kept on “stock”, which is needed 

in the everyday life. At the same time, our region must be prepared for not only 

attracting the cycling tourist, who ensures a living, but to be able to serve him. If the 

interventions presented above bring the desired results and the need for cycling indeed 

increases, then higher cost category demands appear, too. The Chief medic of the 

hospital will not necessarily use a 30.000 Ft (100 €) bicycle to commute, or the child of 

a wealthy family to go to school, but a 70.000 Ft (230 €) bicycle equipped with 

Shimano Deore XT crank arm.  In the case of such bicycle its owner is not necessarily 

happy, when an autodidact mechanic might cut the first not cheap fork in the wrong 

place.   
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These needs have to be fulfilled by businesses; a new form spreading nowadays is the 

social enterprise. What is this more exactly? In Hungary many have heard about the 

social cooperative, in Romania it is a form of enterprise not yet supported.  Social 

enterprises are not one-person owned, not profit enterprises, they help their members in 

employment; they use their profit for this. These associations can be the transition in 

Romania and they can grow strong also from this direction in Hungary. The reason why 

this enterprise form is worth being used in the implementation of developments is the 

higher intensity of support in the case of projects. Non-profit companies and social 

enterprises can receive even 95-100 % support for their investments, developments, 

opposite to the profit-oriented enterprises, for which this support intensity in our region, 

as disadvantaged special free enterprise zone may 65 %. The Csengersimáért 

Association realizing, that in present there is not enough capacity along the bicycle path 

network in terms of bicycle rental and service lines, decided that in the present project it 

will plan such a sample bicycle centre which tries to fulfil all these needs, what is more 

cyclists’ all needs. Our ideas regarding the operation of this centre are summarized 

below in consultation with our cooperating partners, who have been working in this area 

for years.     

 

Ensuring facilities and services serving cyclists’ needs in a market economy is the task 

of economic actors, enterprises operating according to the rules of the market. This does 

not distort market conditions, in this case demand and offer forms the price, which 

ensures the economic sustainability of the established service system. Due to the above 

mentioned facts, in the economically underdeveloped, we can say disadvantaged regions 

in Hungary and Romania involved by the project these market conditions and 

mechanisms cannot always work correctly. At the same time interventions in the market 

relations can destroy starting businesses and those working in the field. Therefore 

interventions should be designed with extreme cautions and cooperation and 

consultation with enterprises working in the involved area helping cyclists is important. 

This project has also demonstrated that dialogue is possible. At workshops held in the 
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frame of the project the invited and those who appeared (as the scripture says: Many are 

called but few are chosen. – I mean a few people, who have chosen to show up 

compared to the number of those invited…) were able to agree on the planned 

interventions in the area and could listen to the ideas of guiding, authoritative 

organizations. 

 

We think that the role of civil organizations, municipalities is to create the conditions 

and to organize campaigns, actions, demonstrations and events. Under the term creating 

the conditions many things can be understood. By infrastructure we mean roads, 

centres, building bicycle racks at destination points, resting places, educational paths. 

Their construction is a non-remunerative investment requiring big funds, but the 

operation of some of them can happen in the frame of an enterprise on a market base, in 

a profitable way. The market based operation can be realized through leasing following 

construction. In many cases enterprises can profitably operate their businesses, when 

municipalities, associations can operate it with employees only with serious losses. The 

reason for this is the different point of view. Those working in businesses are under 

other kind of control and they have other perspective of their employment. The basic 

interest of the entrepreneur is to feel the operation its own and to do his work to the 

complete satisfaction of visitors. Members of associations completely support the cause, 

for which the development was created, but their employees can perform well the duty 

of operating the business only with a business led approach.  From this moment on the 

non-profit organization should function on a market basis. Most non-profit 

organizations are less suitable for this due to their nature. From this point however, they 

can cause the above-described market anomalies with their operation on a profit 

oriented market. They can endanger their operation with a non-profit operation, so we 

recommend to set up an establish and operate approach. The above-mentioned are 

supported by an example. If an organization wants to operate a hotel, then you will have 

to ensure in three shifts, including weekends the opening hours, which would ensure a 

4, preferably a 5 shift staff, who must be paid even if the facility is not fully used. 

Entrepreneurs solve this usually by much lower number of employees, with temporary 
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aids, in the “quieter”, less busy periods with their own work, not counting overtime and 

weekend supplement for them. That is why they can operate profitably the lower 

utilization facilities, making profit reserves from the higher occupancy periods. At the 

same time the establishing non-profit organization can also benefit from the profit 

through leasing and to ensure the resources for its main tasks.  

 

For much of the services it is true that collaboration between service providers can be 

reasonable from many points of view, in which the non-profit sector can appear 

reasonably. Among services renting is that activity where there is a significant burden 

on the rental fee, the transportation of the devices. The basic problem of renting is that 

the user wants to use the device to travel from the starting point to the destination point. 

Thus, the borrowed bike must be returned somehow to the renting place. This means 

cost of transport, which is a very significant additional cost. If users rent it for a shorter 

one or two day’s tour, this cost can even be higher than the renting fee. The 

transportation of bikes is not only expensive for users, but it increases the otherwise low 

impact on the environment of this kind of cycling. In relation with this it was considered 

the use of the method that makes the bicycle public transportation systems a success. In 

essence it would mean the connecting of bicycle rentals in a system with their close 

cooperation. In this case the cyclist would rent a bike from a rental shop and he would 

leave it in any other rental shop. In this case a significantly lower fee should be included 

in the transportation assurance, as the transportation period could be scheduled in a 

larger time period and by waiting for more bikes to increase transportation cost-

efficiency. However, this would require a level of cooperation between bicycle rentals 

already working in the field, for which at present there is no real intention even among 

competitors. Anyway, civil society can have both an intermediary and indicator role by 

establishing centres and by beginning to connect these rental shops. For example if it is 

required as an obligation for the operators of the centres.       

 

The facilities and services have to be filled with life, with cyclists, who use facilities 

and require services. Our region needs marketing strengthening spontaneous processes.  
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This has several ways; one of them is this project. However, while this is a 

"spontaneous" and individual initiative, an organized and systematic, publicity is 

necessary. Campaigns and events serve this, but only partially. If these are uncertain and 

unorganized then they will not generate a continuous and growing need. In our region 

there is need for a continuous operation of an organization promoting cycling, which 

regularly organizes campaigns linked to national initiatives. There is need for an 

organization ensuring a marketing, which attracts tourists, increasing the sources of 

revenue of the region and arousing the need for relaxing cycling in inhabitants. With 

this it generates internal and external demand for the businesses. One good way of this 

is to create a tourist destination management in the field. What is this? Let me quote 

from a pertinent professional thesis: 

„The notion of destination is not unified in the professional literature, over the years 

many definitions were born in this topic. 

According to the 1993 definition of the WTO destination is: 

Destination: a place with touristic attractions, institutions, services, which is selected by 

a tourist or a group of tourists to be visited and which is sold on the market. So 

according to this definition the notion of destination has double meaning.  It has one 

meaning for the tourist (destination) and other for the touristic service providers (tourist 

reception). The essence of this duality is its definition as tourism product supply as the 

demand and the supply side of the same thing. At first sight perhaps there is no 

significance of the two different approach, at the same time from the point of view of 

the operation of the touristic market, of the success of the given touristic region it is not 

indifferent on which principle conduct is the everyday development, management and 

sales practices are based.”17 

This leads us to that idea, which we represent at the examination of cycling as a touristic 

product. However, here are two more definitions from the same professional thesis, 

which reveals the aspects of the problem: 

„The approach of Dr. Knut Scherhag (2004) 
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Destination is that geographical region, which is selected by a traveller as a travel 

destination. It contains all the necessary institutions/facilities for accommodation, care, 

entertainment/activities.” 18 

It means a system, which creates a destination point for tourists, a large one, that can be 

noticed from distance. 

„As it turned out from the definition, a destination has to be attractive enough to be able 

to enter the market independently. A small settlement near Lake Balaton does not have 

much appeal to be able to appear alone. In any case some kind of cooperation is needed 

for example on a small regional level. But Siófok alone is able to provide enough 

attraction in order to have success in the international contest of destinations.”19 

This is also true for our region. The region can offer enough attraction only as a whole 

to attract tourists. If this region develops in a cross-border way, then it can provide 

many advantages.  

„Prof. Dr. Hartmut Luft (2004) 

The destination is the actual touristic product. In the eyes of the customer the touristic 

product is nothing more than a service chain, whose elements are localized in a certain 

region, except the travelling there and the return.”20 

The two countries are able to provide many services together. The provincial 

countryside is provided by the villages, while airport, hotels, cultural programs are 

continuously offered with night-life by Satu Mare. Cyclists can arrive from both 

countries or even farther. Air, rail or road transport provides guests access to our region. 

The appropriate level of services, bike shops, and repair shops, bicycle rental serve the 

special needs of cyclists. The bicycle paths network is continuously growing and we 

create a network together in the two countries. Many reasons are for the establishment 

for a common TDM and here it is another important idea from the thesis: 

„…it makes a serious mistake, anyone who tries to define the notion of destination 

strictly along political and administrative borders. The establishment of destinations has 

to mirror similar conditions hidden in more likely organic, landscapes, offer and 

touristic potential.”21 
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I could not have found a better ending to close this section about services as an 

intervention generating the development of bicycle traffic.  

With this idea we go on to the next large group of interventions, that is the field of the 

infrastructural interventions. 

We have detailed above the aims of the infrastructural interventions. In short, the 

creation of physical conditions necessary for the offering of the missing service 

elements.  

These include bicycle storage facilities around cycling destination points. In Hungary 

when establishing them we are directed by recommendations instead of standards, while 

in Romania their definition waits for the legislature and the profession. For this reason 

we present a few main ideas from the materials available in Hungary.  

The parameter book of the Hungary with Bicycle Program (Kerékpáros Magyarország 

Program) regarding B+R and long-term bicycle racks was defined in 2008 in 

collaboration with many professional organization. It widely and thoroughly formulates 

the requested parameters. Let’s start with the basic question: how much space does a 

bicycle require for storage? 

Basic data 

- A bicycle occupies an area of 2x0.8 m. 

- A bicycle lock is about 0.6 m long and consequently it forms a 0.3 m diameter circle 

when closed. An average „U”-lock (not flexible) is 10-12 cm wide and 20-25 cm long. 

- The width of an average bicycle handlebar 65-75 cm. 

- The maximum size of the wheels 28”, while the width of the wheels is between 32-57 

mm. 

- The average weight of bags and baskets that can be fixed to the bike is 5 kg.22 
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It is not indifferent the material of the bicycle rack. First of all it is endangered by rust 

and vandalism. A material is considered resistant to corrosion which at least 

corresponds to the ISO.9227:1990 (Corrosion tests in artificial atmospheres- Salt spray 

tests) standard. This can be metal (stainless steel, or rust free painted), plastic or even 

wood.  

As type we can mention bicycle storage, bike guard compartment and bicycle support.  

The first two can be optimally used for longer (a few hours, but even a day or two) 

storage, while the bicycle support is mainly temporary (I ran into the shop).  

Bicycle support: 

Customers, buyers, visitors arriving by bike and staying for a short time should be 

ensured that their bicycle can be parked in bicycle storage places satisfying the 

following conditions: 

   Easily accessible (no need to open doors, gates) 

   Relatively safes (can be fixed well, it is in a visible place) 

The bicycle supports have to be designed so that the bicycle frame structure could be 

supported against and tied. Their recommended shape should be inverted „U”, or „P”. 

The “U” shaped bicycle suport placed along the road can also be used instead of a space 

delimiter row of columns, with this it serves multiple destination as the bike may be 

fixed to it.23 

 
 

Bicycle storage: 
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Employees coming by bike who stay longer have to be ensured that they could leave 

their bikes in parking places meeting the following requirements: 

    Safe (observed or closed) 

    Weather protected (covered) 

In places where bicycles cannot be stored in buildings, it is possible to establish open or 

covered bicycle storage facilities. In public places the establishment of such bike 

supports and racks is required, where bicycles can be securely fixed to or safely stored.  
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In case of too high usage or rental fee the storage capacity may be unused. Whenever 

possible, the amount of the storage fee should be inversely proportional to the usage 

period or free.24 

 

We have found out from the situational survey that apart from some refreshing 

exceptions in our region the bicycle storage is inadequate in case of facilities, cycling 

destination points. There are not many places where there is any storage facility and it is 

of old type, uncomfortable support making possible locking only at wheels. It would be 

important their proper establishment because it would avoid conflicts between the 

owner and cyclists over fallen plaster and it would generate bicycle traffic.   

Here are some pictures, and everyone can choose the most optimal for themselves and 

for their facilities. 
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The next infrastructural element is represented by those buildings, which are necessary 

for ensuring the services. These can be separated on service basis, but mostly some 

services can be found in the same place. Bike shops work usually together with bike 

repair services. Tour organizing and bike rentals are also usually in the same place. 

Accommodation units are usually connected to dining options and in some cases rental 

are also available. In order to increase the number of cyclists it would be nice if as many 

as possible services would be available at various points of the network. In this case 

with minor developments some services can be achieved, for example in case of an 

existing hotel the renting possibility, or with the establishment of the outside water 

block solving the outdoor camping in the yard. Resting places equipped with a few 

bicycle supports can be made more attractive for cyclists, who feel not only that 

someone thought of them, but seeing the bike storage they are more likely to stop at a 

fishing pond, too.  

After consultations with many bicycle tour organizers, regular hikers and professional 

authorities in the frame of our project the authorized plan of a sample bicycle base. In 

this facility all those services are available that we thought to fill a niche and are 

necessary to serve those who want to cycle. We prepared a sample plan, which can be 

realised in any point of the network with minimal modifications to the local conditions. 

In the facility you can find a bicycle repair shop and even a mobile quick repair 

workshop for the tourists. Besides the service a small shop provides the necessary parts 

and accessories. In the facility we provide space for a bicycle rental for about a busload 

of cyclists. That is, if about 40-50 busload of tourist feel like cycling, we can serve 

them. On the base an information point will be available providing information about 

local cycling roads, destination points, and contact persons of cycling destination points. 

Many categories of hotels are available in the centre. The many categories allow the 

serving of many levels of demand by creating multiple price levels. The facility 

containing the two- and four-bed room, the indoor and outdoor bivouac 

accommodation, car and tent camping options provides the possibility of washing and 

what is very important the safe parking of bikes and cars and a place to clean the bikes.       
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In order to clarify what we consider basic requirements of bicycle bases, here is a list of 

criteria from the Guide issued by the National Development Agency in 2011.   

II. Criteria for bicycle-friendly tourism operators 25 

CRITERIA FOR BICYCLE CENTRES… 

Basic requirements: 

 · Basic regional road network and public transport information. Selling local 

bike maps, bike route descriptions, and detailed maps and ensuring free viewing 

possibilities. Viewing, renting or selling possibility of train and bus, as well as 

boat timetables, on request information and reservation free of charge. 

 · Current information within 50 km of the road conditions (flooding, detour, etc.) 

free of charge. 

 · Actual weather information for free. 

 · Free information about the location, opening hours and phone numbers of the 

nearest bike shop for the bigger repair works. If required, organizing the repair 

service (with going on location or transportation) free of charge. 

 · Organizing technical road assistance, mobile repair service free of charge.  

 · Bike repair tool kit available with basic tools for repair and maintenance work. 

In case of using consumables cyclists pay a replacement fee and the service 

provider will ensure replacement! 

 · Providing replacement bicycle (min. 3 pcs.) or bicycle rental. 

 · Displaying the local bicycle rental possibility (address, phone number) and on 

request organizing the renting service for free.  

 · Free information about bike friendly service options within 50 km, on request 

free hotel or table booking.   

 · Free information about the nearest medical clinic, first aid location. 

Compulsory first-aid kit.  

 · Organisation of programs, guided tours.  

 · Charging telephone and other electronic devices. 

 · Free internet access for guests (WIFI). 

 · Closed and protected bicycle storage. 
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 · Handling or organizing luggage delivery.  

 · Management of regional cycling tourism system (e.g. boards, promotion). 

 · Evaluation and control of bicycle-friendly regional service providers. 

 · Compulsory attendance in the organizing of major regional cycling events.  

Additional, acceptable and offered services: 

 · Network bicycle rental (pick-up and delivery in different places) 

 · Bicycle training (basic bicycle handling, road safety knowledge and skills) 

 · Bicycle repairing training 

 · Providing car parking possibility 

 · Buffet 

 · Organizing cycling event 

 · Computer or touch-screen terminal with internet access placed out for guests.  

CRITERIA FOR BICYCLE FRIENDLY HOTELS... 

Basic requirements, whose free use is included in the hotel price or they can be freely 

used by everybody: 

 · Accommodation for cyclists, even for a single night! 

 · Lockable storage room for guests’ bicycles overnight (preferably on the ground 

floor, e.g. garages). The minimum storage capacity of the bike storage should be 

10% of the hotel’s bed capacity, but at least for 6 bikes.  

 · Basic regional road network and public transport information. (Viewing, 

renting or selling possibility of local bike maps, bike route descriptions, train 

and bus, as well as boat timetables, on request information and reservation free 

of charge). 

 · Free information about the location, opening hours and phone numbers of the 

nearest bike shop for the bigger repair works. 

 · Displaying the local bicycle rental possibility (address, phone number). 

 · Free information about other bike friendly service options within 50 km. 

 · Free information about the nearest medical clinic, first aid location. 

Compulsory first-aid kit. 

 · The publication of elaborated one-day bicycle tours offer.  
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 · Information about environmental friendly travel option to and from the 

reserved accommodation (mainly with bicycle transport).  

 · Bike repair tool kit available for all cyclists with basic tools for simple repair 

and maintenance work (pump, Allen keys, tire levers, chain tool, wrench set, 

interior and exterior tire, tire repair kit, tape, brake pad, bowden). In case of 

using consumables cyclists pay a replacement fee and the service provider will 

ensure replacement! 

 · In camping places a rain parking with at least a table and a bench.  

 · Extended opening hours at least from 1st May until 15th September (at least in 

the weekend), but at least a telephone hotline should be ensured and in case of 

request to open the facility for guests.  

Additional, acceptable, offered services (sometimes for an extra charge): 

 · Bicycle wash 

 · Clothes washing possibility 

 · Drying facilities for clothes and equipment (e.g. drying room, boiler room, 

drying room, basement, etc.) 

 · Offering a substantial breakfast (rich in vitamins and carbohydrates) or cooking 

facilities (in camping) 

 · Camping facilities, tents – sleeping bags rental. 

 · Tour guiding, organizing program for multi-day tours 

 · Providing information about multi-day tours 

 · Transfer (passenger and bicycle transport offer) for cycling tourists.  

 · Renting self-owned, high quality bikes. 

 · Luggage transport from the previous or to the next accommodation.  

 · Booking options for other local bicycle-friendly accommodation for the next 

night.  

 · Ensuring the availability of important components by a possible consultation 

with the nearby service.  

 · Bicycle inspection and repair. 

 · Displaying the list of other local bicycle-friendly accommodation. 
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 · On the go dinner packet.  

 · Guestbook for cycling tourists.  

 · Buffet 

 · The use and distribution of local products (food).  

 · Charging telephone and other electronic devices. 

CRITERIA FOR BICYCLE-FRIENDLY FOOD BUSINESSES… 

Basic requirements, whose free use is included in the hotel price or they can be freely 

used by everybody: 

 · A good quality, standard (according to the B+R parameters book), preferably 

covered bicycle storage in sight (supervised bicycle and luggage) or a locked 

room, where guests can place their bikes and luggage for free.  

 · Non-alcoholic drinks (soft drinks, mineral water). 

 · During the full opening time at least ensuring a hot meal or in case there is no 

hot food offering packaged food (e.g. chocolate, energy bars).   

 · Basic regional road network and public transport information. (Viewing, 

renting or selling possibility of local bike maps, bike route descriptions, train 

and bus, as well as boat timetables, on request information and reservation free 

of charge). 

 · Free information about the location, opening hours and phone numbers of the 

nearest bike shop for the bigger repair works. 

 · Displaying the local bicycle rental possibility (address, phone number). 

 · Free information about other bike friendly service options within 50 km. 

 · Free information about the nearest medical clinic, first aid location. 

Compulsory first-aid kit. 

 · Bike repair tool kit available for all cyclists with basic tools for simple repair 

and maintenance work (pump, Allen keys, tire levers, chain tool, wrench set, 

interior and exterior tire, tire repair kit, tape, brake pad, bowden). In case of 

using consumables cyclists pay a replacement fee and the service provider will 

ensure replacement! 
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 Free information about the location, opening hours and phone numbers of the 

nearest bike shop for the bigger repair works. 

 · At least 8 hours of opening time.  

 · At least opening hours from 1st May until 15th September (at least in the 

weekend) 

Additional, acceptable, recommended services (in some cases for an extra charge): 

 · Offering at least one vegetarian meal. 

 · Offering regional dishes. 

 · Drying facilities for clothes and equipment (e.g. drying room, boiler room, 

drying room, basement, etc.) 

 · Extended or adapted opening hours. 

 · Ensuring the availability of important components by a possible consultation 

with the nearby service. 

 · Organizing mobile service on site. 

 · Bicycle wash possibility.  

 · Information about other local bicycle-friendly accommodation. 

 · On the go dinner packet.  

 · Guestbook for cycling tourists. 

 · The use and distribution of local products (food). 

 · Charging telephone and other electronic devices. 

We can only agree entirely with the criteria listed above, but there are some differences 

of opinion regarding more exactly the aspects of sustainability and feasibility knowing 

the specific characteristics of our region.  

Organizing the mobile rescue on scene is an important service in our opinion, but it is 

unlikely to be arranged free of charge and to ensure it for a longer period. For this a 

naturally controlled and kept low price should be established, including the self-cost of 

the service and we consider very important to organize this continuously available 

service.  

For the accommodation places the cooking and food heating option should be a basic 

requirement in our opinion (by providing a microwave oven, an electric stove and a few 
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pots and washing facilities should be enough), as cyclists rightly require this if nothing 

else for preparing the on the go packet for the next day. Only the closely situated 

(within 300 m in the same settlement) other service providers are except from this, who 

offer these services for free to cyclists in the hotel. 

We suggest the bicycle centres to be established without obstacles paying special 

attention to the needs of people in wheelchair and disabled persons’ needs. This would 

be a recommendation for all bike-friendly service providers, but for the bicycle centres a 

requirement. Of course, accessibility can be created by taking into consideration the 

cost-effectiveness in such a way that anyone can have access to all service functions by 

providing equal chances to the usage of these services, but this should not mean that the 

whole facility will be fully accessible. (The accessibility on the first floor rooms is 

expensive and unreasonable, if on the ground floor all type of accommodation is 

accessible.) This is both our duty towards the disabled members of the society and a 

well-considered business interest. Disabled people are a target group of cycling service 

providers in almost all areas. They will be able to use almost all services in our region 

except bicycle rental, if we expect them and announce them, too. Bicycle paths of our 

region built on a flat land are a possibility for disabled people for the not so much self-

strenuous hiking if we design the bicycle path network without obstacles. Of course, 

connecting a section to the network without accessibility can mean inaccessibility for 

them in this section and moreover other sections branching from this one are 

inaccessible for them. Efforts should be made to ensure the full accessibility of 

facilities, which is also a legal duty. In this the Guide can offer an excellent help for 

creating equal access to public services, the design guide named The Complex 

accessibility which was elaborated for the Social and Labour Minister for the ROP, 

TIOP application constructions appeared after 1st January 2009, helping the creation of 

conditions for equal access. The duties related to the publication of the guide were 

coordinated by the Foundation for Equal Opportunities of Persons with Disabilities.   

On the base of the situational assessment we make suggestion the establishment of the 

cycling centre’s place s by taking into account the following subjective and objective 

aspects.  
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The cycling centre should be in a place that is accessible by public transportation 

options for cyclists. The frontier is a special aspect in our region, which also should be 

an aspect in selecting the location.  It is important that many means of transport can be 

accessed, including the water transport due to the many rivers in our region, which is a 

possibility to connect water tourism as an attraction. The cycling centre should be close 

to the bike paths, but at least the bicycle path network should be available without 

obstacles from the centre, so that6 the access to the network should not pose a problem 

from the beginning. The centres should be in the focus points of the network, so that 

cyclists should have access to more options.   

Taking into account the above our suggestions are: 

Csengersima:  

Arguments for:  

 can be reached from two directions (Fehérgyarmat, Csenger) by public transport 

(bus),  a transport node, 

 it is the node of many bicycle paths and roads suitable for biking, 

 international border crossing available connected by the bicycle path, 

 numerous services become directly available for cyclists in the settlement that 

now do not exist, 

 there is a civil society in the settlement, which would undertake the operation, 

there are some cycling activities 

 there is a municipal support and intention  to create it, 

 there are many cycling destination and touristic attraction here , or will be built 

within a year. 

Problems still to be solved: 

 solve the inconsistencies of the resettlement plan, 

 making bicycle-friendly the destinations in the settlement, 

 the existing bicycle paths are not connected to an obstruction free network, 

although the plans are ready for this, 

 

Zajta:  
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Arguments for:  

 a transport endpoint accessible by public transport (bus, rail), 

 in this way numerous services become available for cyclists in the settlement, 

which now do not exist, 

 can be reached from many directions, and soon it will be available from bicycle 

path, 

 there is a civil organization on the settlement, which could operate the facility, 

 there is support and interest from the municipality for the facility. 

Problems still to be solved: 

 there is no obstacle-free connection of the settlement to the bicycle paths, 

 making bicycle-friendly the destinations in the settlement, 

 finding a dedicated operator (owner) for the bicycle centre. 

 

Szamosdara 

Arguments for:  

 transport endpoint accessible by public transport (bus), 

 in this way numerous services become available for cyclists in the settlement, 

which now do not exist, 

 bicycle paths will be available in many directions in the near future,  

 there are completed plans for ensuring the obstacle-free connection of the 

settlement with bicycle paths in the near future, 

 there is support and interest from the municipality for this possibility. 

 It may be suitable for connecting water tourism and cycling tourism. 

Problems still to be solved: 

 making bicycle-friendly the destinations in the settlement, 

 finding a dedicated operator (owner) for the bicycle centre. 

 

Szamossályi:  

Arguments for:  

 it can be accessible by public transport (bus) from Fehérgyarmat, 
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 it is a crossing point of bicycle path and public road suitable for biking, 

 in this way numerous services become available for cyclists in the settlement, 

which now do not exist, 

 there is a civil organization on the settlement, which could operate the facility, 

 there is support and interest from the municipality to establish it, 

 It may be suitable for connecting water tourism and cycling tourism. 

Problems still to be solved: 

 making bicycle-friendly the destinations in the settlement, 

 finding a dedicated operator (owner) for the bicycle centre. 

 

Cégénydányád:  

Arguments for:  

 it can be accessible by public transport (bus) from Fehérgyarmat, 

 it is a crossing point of bicycle path and public road suitable for biking, 

 in this way numerous services become directly available for cyclists in the 

settlement, which now do not exist, 

 there is a civil society in the settlement, which would undertake the operation, 

they already have some cycling activities 

 there is support and interest from the municipality to establish it, 

 It may be suitable for connecting water tourism and cycling tourism. 

Problems still to be solved: 

 making bicycle-friendly the destinations in the settlement. 

 

The bigger settlements are in an interesting position from the point of view of the 

establishment of bicycle centres.   

The situation of each of the three cities of the region, although their regional functions 

are different (county seat – seat of the district), are very similar in terms of cycling.  

Starting with a very categorical statement which I would interpret later and as a 

discussion starter, perhaps it wouldn’t be a problem if it generates a serious debate.  
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In the three settlements all is given to raise the development of cycling traffic to a new 

level, but it is not really done too much. There is no real owner of the bicycle traffic 

development.  All services necessary for cyclists are available even now in each of the 

three settlements. There are civil organizations which are suitable for embracing the 

development. The local municipalities and civil organizations of the settlements are 

involved in a number of initiatives, which aim to improve bicycle traffic, but these 

initiatives are casual, they do not happen along a conception pointing towards a well-

defined aim. Sometimes things, events, initiatives happen, but not regularly and not 

sequential.  

 

Actually all services are available, but none of them is complete. We can see a bike 

shop and a bike service without a bicycle support. The bicycles for sale are propped 

against the wall of the shop and customers cannot park even there their bikes. In the 

other place there is a beautiful environmental showroom and very good educational 

programs at the headquarters of the civil organization, but there is no bicycle support in 

front of it, although it is true that there are in the yard, but visitors do not always know 

this. Of course it would be a mistake to generalize, as now everybody has all the rights 

to ask us not to give examples, but name the problem and do not generalize. However, 

the purpose of our work is not to shame, but to raise the problem. As Hofi said: He who 

does not own this shirt, do not take it personally. But if it is his, take it on, not to get 

cold... In other words, those who do not realise that they want to deal with or make a 

living from bicycle traffic, but they do not do all what they can in their own backyard, it 

is not going to evolve and bikers would leave him alone.  

 

In each of the three cities almost all services of the cycling centres are available, but 

none of them provides information. Mainly the fact that the providing of information 

should be continuous and not just keep until the single posting on the site realised in the 

frame of the project.  
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All three cities are rail and road transportation nodes, they can be suitable to connect 

water and bicycle traffic. Events promoting cycling events were organized in all three 

cities in the last year, we hope these will be regular and not just single flares.  

 

In all three cities there are entrepreneurs, who provide rental, service and bicycle store 

operation, there are hotels, dining options. However, most of these cannot be named 

bicycle-friendly service providers.  Perhaps they do not even know how to be one. It is 

our duty to inform them about this, helping them, society and ourselves.  

 

In all three cities only the establishment of the information point is necessary, and the 

extension of the activity of the existing environmental information points with ensuring 

information for cyclists. There were teachers’ initiatives teaching cycling in the schools 

of the three settlements, but it is necessary to make these initiatives regular, more 

general and more regulated, the stronger support of the work of teachers, civilians from 

the maintainers and institutional leaders.  

 

It is necessary to improve the traffic conditions of cyclists not only by building bicycle 

paths, but with the implementation of other development interventions helping bicycle 

traffic. In Fehérgyarmat Tömöttvár Street is a neuralgic point of crossing the town by 

bike, although there is enough space to establish bicycle paths on both side of the road. 

In Csenger the safe cycling route on Rákóczi Street and Tisza Street it is also 

unresolved, although there would be enough place on Rákóczi street section near the 

pavement. Satu Mare has plenty of work to do in this respect, of course there are no 

simple solutions for the problems of a big city, but we hope it will have the will to do 

so.  

 

All three cities owe their inhabitants the development of a concept comprising the 

whole city, which allows the safe directing of the bicycle traffic in a network.   
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If all the involved parties have a little bit “stronger” approach towards the existing 

initiatives, then a fast, spectacular and hopefully sustainable development can occur in 

the field of bicycle traffic in our region.  

 

Last we left the classic intervention known by everybody, the creation and development 

of linear cycling facilities.  Let’s see what experts think about this.  
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Bicycle traffic facilities with a designer’s eye 26 

 
In the last years in Hungary bicycle traffic had an increasingly greater role besides other 

transport modes. But it is not the same at all in what conditions, in which safety, in what 

time and in what environment we travel this distance. Without building a proper cycling 

infrastructure this movement form loved by many can turn easily into a dangerous, 

problematic, avoidable way of transport. 

 

In Western Europe cycling has a greater tradition for a long time, there cities, 

settlements, roads and traffic nodes were all designed to be favourable from a cycling 

point of view. Amsterdam is not accidentally called Mecca of cyclists. In the city with 

800 thousand inhabitants there are about 500 thousand bicycles and more than 400 km 

of bicycle paths. By contrast, in Hungary the number of cyclists became high only in the 

last years. We designers have the task to embed cycling facilities as simple, 

aesthetically and safe as possible in the existing city structure in such a way that these 

should be satisfactory and secure for the traffic and for both pedestrians and cyclists. A 

big problem in the perception of cyclists is that many drivers consider them as being 

“pedestrians with two wheels”, though they show totally different characteristics in 

speed, kinetic energy, in the line of the movement; they are more vehicles than 

pedestrians. It is also a problem that they travel almost silent, so overtaking pedestrians 

on a common surface it is a frequent source of conflicts.  

 

Due to these problems we can see that it is very important that similar to the design of 

roads, bicycle facilities must be established just as carefully, thoroughly, thriving for 

security, taking into consideration vehicle and pedestrian traffic, it is not enough to 

paint the “yellow stripe and the bicycle pictogram” on the pavements.   
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Bicycle traffic facilities must be developed on the base of their role in the bicycle path 

network, according to which we can separate them in 4 different categories (Fig. 2.): 

 

 „A” network role: elements of national trunk road network according to OTrT1, 

as well as elements of the EuroVelo2 network. Its cross-section has at least 2 

lanes, in the case of EuroVelo elements at least 3 lanes. Traffic>2000 

bikes/day/two directions, vt> 20 km/h3. 

 

 „B” network role: a facility connecting to an „A” track, linking one or more 

settlements, settlement parts with the network. Its cross-section has at least 2 

lanes. Traffic: 1000-2000 bikes/day/two directions, vt> 20 km/h. 

 

 „C” network role: regional and within settlement network, linking local 

destinations.  Traffic<1000 bikes/day/two directions 

 

 „D” network role: roads, that according to their destination they are not bicycle 

paths: agricultural, forest roads, flood protection embankments. The planned 

bicycle path between Szamosbecs and Csengersima runs on such a flood 

protection embankment and closing dam. In these cases the technical 

specifications for the given facilities have to be applied. In some cases these 

network elements can have higher network role, supposed they are part of an 

„A” or „B” role network.  

                                                 
1 National Spatial Plan (Országos Területrendezési Terv) 
2 EuroVelo, the European cycle route network is the project of the European Cyclists’ Federation for 12 
long-distance cycling routes that cross across the whole Europe. The total length of these tracks is more 
than 60 000 km, of which more than 20 000 km has been already completed.  
3 vt: designed speed 

http://www.eurovelo.org/home/ecf/
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2. ábra: A kerékpárforgalmi nyomvonalak hálózati szerepének általános értelmezése 
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In any case before planning the role of the bicycle track in the network must be 

determined.  

Each category defines the number of cycling lanes, its geometrical measures, planning 

speed an all parameters necessary for planning.  

 

Basic planning requirements 
During planning several basic requirements have to be taken into consideration keeping 

in mind the necessities and safety of traffic participants.  

Network approach: the most important part of planning is that the projected track to be 

organic part of the bicycle network, to join other bicycle paths and important destination 

points and all this in should be done harmony with the natural routes.  

Traffic safety: during planning we should make efforts to build cycling facilities from 

safe elements, the number of places where conflicts occur between pedestrians and 

vehicles have to be reduced. Traffic nodes and connections have to be designed in such 

a way to ensure visibility and a good sight, the give way obligation should be 

recognizable and clear. All these can be achieved with the proper colour marking on the 

road, pictograms and traffic signs.  

Economical: if there are more than one alternative routes and the selection of the best is 

not clear, then it must be examined by using cost-benefit analysis or value analysis 

which is the best trail from economic point of view.   

Trails close to nature: taking into consideration the aim of cycling we can differentiate 

two groups: cycling for transportation and for recreation. In the case of recreational 

cycling the most important aspect is that the trail should be close to nature, well-fitted 

into the landscape and to go through a pleasant environment. All this has to be 

developed with the least disturbance to nature. When selecting transportation cycling 

trails in the outskirts, the facility should run possibly farther from the main roads, on a 

quiet area. At the same time the selection of these trails should not mean a route longer 

with 10%, otherwise the cyclist may choose the less secure main road.   
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Illumination: at the development of transportation bicycle trails in the urban area the 

conformity of the existing street lighting should be checked. If there is no lighting, or it 

is insufficient, correction or a new street lighting is required. The existence of public 

lighting is an important aspect during the planning, as the construction of a new one is 

very expensive, it can be a large part of the total investments. In the outskirt area public 

lighting is necessary where the facility intersects a public road, and on the public road 

the yearly average of the daily traffic (ÁNF)4 is bigger, than 4000 persons/day and the 

bicycle traffic is higher than 1500 bicycles/day.  

Clear design: in order to avoid bicycle accidents cycling facilities should be established 

so that drivers and pedestrians clearly see from the outline of the building, from the road 

markings, traffic signs that the facility is not a pavement, but in some cases a road used 

by vehicles with priority.  

Reducing travelling time: during setting up the trails an important aspect is that these 

should be selected in such a way that cyclists arrive quickly, safely and without 

obstacles there, where usually they would go by car on by foot. Bicycle traffic facilities 

should be established in such a way that they are competitive with the road traffic and 

public (mass) transport.     

Raising the need for cycling: it is linked with the previous point, the safe and well-

established bicycle tracks raise the need for cycling. The main aspect is that the bicycle 

traffic facility should be more attractive for cyclists than the parallel public road.  

 

Planning principles –in urban area 
The planning area generally extends over the whole settlement; as well it comprises its 

area of attraction. The division is not compulsory based on the administrative 

boundaries, as beses natural boundaries are preferred. The establishment of the bicycle 

network must be realised with the collaboration of many local municipalities or micro-

regions. In the frame of “On two wheels in Satu Mare” project, the situation of several 

                                                 
4 Yearly average of the daily traffic in a section 
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tens of settlements (among which over the border) has been assessed from a cyclist 

point of view.  

The condition of existing facilities should also be reviewed; in given cases interventions 

should be made. It is also necessary to obtain and analyse data related to accidents from 

the police and road administrator. The accident map will provide those nodes in the 

settlement, where the danger for cyclists is high for some reason. These nodes should be 

analysed with conflict analysis and were it is necessary to reconstruct them.  

Elements making bicycle traffic difficult, obstructing its continuity should also be 

explored, in urban areas such elements can be one-way streets, dead ends, pedestrian 

areas, railway crossings, under- and overpasses, water streams, and steep road sections.  

A map containing the basic data of the investigated area and a problem map should be 

made, as well. On the map with the basic data all facility should be marked, which have 

a traffic raising effect on cyclists, those streets, road sections should be marked, which 

allow cycling, the number and location of bicycle racks should also be indicated. On the 

map showing problems the places with problems for cyclists should be indicated, 

marking the dangerous road sections, nodes, sections not suitable for cycling, accident 

nodes and all locations, where cyclists are obstructed in some way in their traffic.    

The final bicycle track trails should be defined by comparing the ideal straight line 

joining the two destination points, the wished trail with the problem map and by taking 

these into account the final trail should be drawn.    
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Principles of planning – in the outskirts 
In the outskirts the elements of bicycle traffic trails mainly can be bicycle paths 

separated from public roads, service roads, agricultural, forest, roads used by water 

agency, or other low traffic roads. Before planning it must be determined whether the 

bicycle traffic facility from the outskirts will be used for transport or recreation, and its 

trail must be traced accordingly.  When designing a recreational facility we have to keep 

in mind that cyclists usually are moving in smaller or larger groups, so in order to 

facilitate discussion it is recommended to have several lanes in one direction. The trail 

of recreational bicycle paths must be designed so that they run in a pleasant 

environment, with the maximum number of sights, touristically valuable sites and 

resting areas along its route. In contrast, at transport facility the aim is that between two 

points, cyclists arrive as quickly as possible in a pleasant environment.     Outside the 

urban area the greatest problems are nature and landscape protection areas, intersections 

with railways, water streams, large private areas, motorways.   

 

Separation from road traffic 
In designing bicycle traffic facilities, like in the planning of all traffic facility the main 

aspect is the already mentioned many times traffic safety.   

Of course, due to economic considerations and space requirements (buildings and dense 

urban utilities) the traffic areas used by cyclists cannot be separated in every case from 

the public road and the pavement. On the base of the analysis of the size, composition, 

speed of road and bicycle traffic we should determine whether cyclists use the same 

traffic areas with public road, and if yes, in what way.   

The aspects of separation from the public road are: 

 The size of the average daily traffic (ÁNF) on the public road 

 Composition of traffic 

 Rate of heavy vehicle traffic 

 Bicycle traffic volume 

 The frequency of intersections 
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 Width of public road 

 Number and width of lanes 

 Permitted speed of road traffic 

 Parking way and demand of vehicles 

 
Fig. 3: Separation of bicycle and road traffic 

Legend: 1 – Mixed traffic, 2 – Traffic area, 3 – Bicycle path or pedestrian-bicycle path 
 
As it can be seen in Fig. 3 on the base of the average daily traffic and the permitted 

speed on public road we can differentiate three areas: mixed traffic, a transition area and 

bicycle path or pedestrian-bicycle path.  
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In the mixed area cyclists can use the road surface on the same roadway together with 

vehicles. The cyclists’ safety can be supported with speed reduction, traffic control 

devices, but only to the extent that it does not restrict road traffic.   

In the transition area further studies are necessary to determine the type of bicycle 

traffic facility to be installed.   

In the third area, due to the high traffic of the public road and the relatively high 

permitted speed on it, only physically separated facilities can be planned, this can be 

bicycle path or a pedestrian-bicycle path used together with pedestrians with or without 

separation.    

In case traffic data don’t allow cyclists to use the area of the parallel public road, further 

studies are needed to determine what kind of bicycle traffic facilities need to be 

established.  

Fig. 4 shows that on the base of bicycle traffic and the size of the pedestrian traffic we 

can distinguish 5 cases. For traffic data traffic count has to be carried out or it has to be 

determined through estimation or calculation. On the base of number of bicycles parked 

at schools, stations, shopping centres, plants the number of bicycle users can be 

estimated reasonably well.   

At present there is no exact method for bicycle traffic forecast.  

The 5 different bicycle and pedestrian traffic facilities are: 

 1.: Separate bicycle path 

 2.:Separated bicycle and pedestrian path 

 3.:Pedestrian and bicycle path without separation 

 4.:Walkway 

 5.:Separated bicycle path and separate pavement 
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Fig. 4 – Separating bicycle and pedestrian traffic 

Legend: 1 – One way or bidirectional bicycle path with separate track, 2 – Separated bicycle and 
pedestrian path, 3 – Pedestrian and bicycle path with no separation, 4 – Walkway, 5 – Separated 
bicycle path and separate pavement 
 

Bicycle path with separate track: due to the high bicycle traffic and sporadic 

pedestrian traffic the establishment of one-way or two-way bicycle path is permitted.  

Separated bicycle and pedestrian path: in this case pedestrians and cyclists move on 

one facility, but they must be separated physically. The separation can be done with 

border, railings or if physically it is not possible or only with high additional costs, with 

justification we can use optical separation, too. This can be done with road markings or 

with different colours and types of coating.  

Pedestrian and bicycle path with no separation: this is much recommended in urban 

area when the number of pedestrians and cyclists is almost the same, and none of these 

values is too high separately taken. In case of „A” network role trail cannot be marked a 

pedestrian-bicycle path with no separation, even if traffic data would otherwise justify 

this.      
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Walkway: with high pedestrian traffic and sporadic bicycle traffic the planning of a 

separate pedestrian path is recommended.  

Separated bicycle path and separate pavement: where both pedestrian and bicycle 

traffic exceeds the value of 420 bikes or persons/rush hour/2 directions, there at the 

same time separated bicycle path and pavement has to be established. In this case we 

have to make sure that the quality of the new bicycle path should not be better than that 

of the pavement, otherwise pedestrians will use this instead of the pavement. In this 

case the restoration of the pavement is also recommended.  

   

Bicycle path placement difficulties  
Previously we have seen that the feasibility of the bicycle traffic facility depends on a 

lot of conditions, numerous things have to comply in order to be safely and 

economically constructed. These conditions define the parameters of the bicycle path to 

be built on both urban areas and in outskirt areas, but in urban areas we can meet a lot of 

other problems, which can seriously increase construction costs.  

The regarding Technical Specification for Roads in every case it provides the minimal 

parameters to be respected (width, safety distances, drop, rounding radius), which have 

to be applied on the whole length of the trail. However, it is possible to apply 

narrowing5, when the required width parameters can be realized only inefficiently or 

with excessive costs, but the standard also conditions this.   

Also it should be considered placing a bicycle traffic facility in areas, where there are a 

lot of utilities. The replacement or relocation of telecommunication poles, electrical 

cabinets, electrical and street lighting columns and the leveraging of shafts can lead 

many times to excessive costs.   

 

It is also very important to solve rainwater drainage for these facilities. In many cases a 

walkway or a bicycle path can be wider than a public road lane, so the water on it 

cannot dry, especially when there is a lot of covered area and little green areas around 
                                                 
5 The narrowing section is the series of  line or dot-like obstacles, which can be 50 m long and it cannot 
be used twice one after the other in a 500 m section.  
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the facility. In such cases the rainwater drainage must be made similar to public roads, 

draining rainwater through gutters, sinkholes, closed rain channel into the existing 

rainwater drainage system. At the same time we have to take care that the drainage edge 

or gutter can only be placed outside the security area, and their height should be such 

that does not cause any accident for passing bikes.  

 

In many cases the placement of the facility with the proper width cannot be solved even 

with the replacement of utilities. In these cases we have to take into account property 

expropriations, which also increases costs and it can be a very long process.  

 

We can meet different problems during planning in the outskirts, too. The possibility of 

continuous biking can be obstructed by intersecting flood protection embankments, 

main roads, railways. I would refer to those described above, that it is essential for the 

bicycle network to be uniform and continuous. This is an important condition, because 

the construction costs of these sections are in some cases so high that they can endanger 

the feasibility of the whole project. The unit cost of the bicycle path between 

Csengersima and the state border are also higher due to the intersection with the closing 

dam of the Szamos-Tur area. The establishment of the crossing acceptable from a 

standard and cyclist point of view (abrupt sections have to be avoided) requires high 

embankment, proper water drainage, barriers, which greatly increase the construction 

cost of the section.   

 

Taking all these into consideration we can say that the placement of these facilities into 

an existing infrastructure is not an easy task and also to do it, so that it is suitable for 

everyone and not least also be usable.   

 

In Romania, in relation to the planning of bicycle paths we were pleased to hear at the 

workshop organized in Dorolţ, that many settlements have numerous plans in this field 

and the safety of cyclists is important for them. These plans were widely revealed by the 

Romanian situational assessment both in the area of planning and for roads branching 
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out and in the case of settlements analysed in the project by adding the destination 

points it completed and displayed them on the map. Let’s see in the following what are 

the criteria at the establishment of bicycle traffic which we propose to take into 

consideration through the eyes of an expert.   

 

 

Practical aspects in realizing bicycle paths 27 
 

1. Generally about bicycle paths 

 

 Bicycle paths are generally part of the local road network of little and middle 

importance. The primary advantages of bicycle paths are of social character and 

generally they do not produce a direct economic profit for the investor. Moreover, their 

operation and maintenance means a financial burden for the operator.  

 Thus the investment in the construction of bicycle paths is always a political and 

not an economic decision. (In my opinion, however, therefore it is essential for the 

development of the region; it is a political decision only in that sense, if we consider 

politics as the public power representing the common interest of the community. Editor)  

 The aim of this chapter is to provide help for decision makers with a brief and 

concise summary of a few aspects that should be taken into account in the 

implementation of bicycle paths, without getting too deep into professional and 

technical things.    

 The professional and technical things are discussed in detail in the “Bicycle 

traffic facilities with a designer’s eye” chapter of this study.  
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Bicycle paths and planned paths in Satu Mare County 28 

 

2. Classification of bicycle paths 

 

 The most important criteria in the classification of bicycle paths is according to 

their role – according to this criteria bicycle paths can be divided into three main types:  

 - hiking routes 

 - bicycle path built in rural area 

 - bicycle path built in urban traffic 
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 These three types of bicycle paths differ in some important characteristics: 

  - they meet different needs 

  - they were built in different environments 

  - they have to comply with various technical requirements 

 

We would like to mention as example the following:  

 The bicycle path with excursion role, at least in part will be built in natural 

environment on a new track. Occasionally these are built on top of flood protection 

dams, embankments. The length of the paths is relatively long, covering one-day 

distances or with the possibility of organising tours. Along these bicycle paths it is 

recommended to build from place to place resting places. The bicycle path can cross 

settlements; it can partially overlap the trail of bicycle paths built in rural areas. These 

bicycle paths are those that can contribute to the economic development of a micro 

region by attracting tourists. It should be noted, that this contribution does not mean 

economic boost.     

 

  Bicycle paths built in rural area can be in inner areas or they can connect two 

settlements. Generally their trail will be built near the existing roads. These bicycle 

paths meet the everyday traffic need of the local population, including eventual 

commuting to neighbouring settlements. As they will be built along roads, traffic safety 

considerations have to be taken into account, too.  

 In inner area these paths will be established on the lane between the roadside and 

the pavement, where the avoidance of utilities is a separate problem. A minimum 

distance of 0.5 m must be kept from the support columns of the air wires and other 

structures above ground (e.g. house wall, fence), and it is not advisable to build on 

underground pipes, wires. In the outskirts there is rarely enough space between the 

roadside and the drainage ditches, mostly the bike path will be constructed outside the 

trench. In this case the legal relations of the occupied territory must be taken into 

account and also expropriations. 
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 The trail of a bicycle path connecting two or more settlements can go through 

the administrative area of several municipalities, in this case the coordination of 

building and maintenance works arises. 

 

 The characteristics of bicycle paths built in urban environment are that they are 

along busy roads. In urban environments bicycle paths have to be built generally on a 

given area, by converting other public spaces (road surface, pavements, green areas, 

etc.).  In many cases the lane designed for bicycle traffic can be simply a lane delimited 

from the road with a painted line. Unfortunately, this widely used solution in big cities 

is not regulated can use it only on their responsibility. 

 A separate problem is the frequent crossing with streets, where the continuity of 

bicycle paths cannot be ensured in each case. The frequent interruption of continuity 

encourages cyclists to circulate on the road, not on the track designed for them. In 

central parts of the cities may happen that the bike trail can intersect with a busy 

pedestrian route. Although in such cases the general traffic rules are valid, namely, if 

pedestrian passage is painted the pedestrian has priority, if not the cyclist, in practice 

there are many conflict situations due to the fact that neither of the parties considers 

dangerous the other nor tends not to give priority.  

 

3. About building bicycle paths 

 

 Technical aspects 

 

 In Romania, the construction of bicycle paths is regulated by the STAS 10144/2-

91 standard, which is completed with other regulations concerning the quality of the 

used materials, the used construction technologies, traffic safety and signalling system, 

etc.   

 Due to lack of space we briefly present only a few regulations concerning the 

development of bicycle path. 
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 - the required minimum track widths are 

  - 1.00 m – one lane, two directions 

  - 2.00 m – two lanes, two directions 

  - 1.60 m – two lanes, one direction 

 

 - required safety margin – min. 1.50 m between the curb and the bicycle path  

 - required safety distance – min. 0.50 m between the bicycle path and buildings 

above ground 

 

 Taking into account, that on a route travel for cyclists must be available in both 

directions, it follows that to service the trail or a 2.00 m wide bicycle path must be built 

or two 1,00 m wide bicycle paths on both sides of the road. Comparing this with the 

minimum width of the required safety lane, we can see that in practice there is rarely 

enough space for building a bicycle path that meets all regulations.   

 

 For those who meet these problems every day it is obvious that regulations were 

elaborated for such ideal situations, where a spatial planning begins from zero and all 

aspects can be taken into account. But in reality, when developments must be carried 

out in the actual conditions, complying with these regulations is: 

  - difficult and elaborate 

  - sometimes impossible 

  - sometimes it is possible only with very costly technical solutions 

 

 Two questions may arise based on the above: 

  - the relevant standards? – are these standards correct or not? 

  - anything is better than nothing? – or compared to the given situation, 

when there is absolutely no traffic trail for cyclists, it is better to have something, 

whatever that is? 
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 I cannot answer to these questions with full certainty. Standards prescribe 

minimum requirements for traffic safety. If the non-compliance leads later to accident, 

then all parties involved in the construction of the bicycle path is responsible.   

 Non-compliance of regulations may have other two unpleasant consequences: 

  - it may be difficult to obtain the different licenses! 

  - may lead to suspension of financing?! – in case of investments financed 

from some non-repayable funds 

 

 Authorization procedures 

 

 In Romania the authorization process of any kind of building is regulated by 

Law no. 50/1991, and ensuring the construction quality the provisions of Law no. 

10/1995 must be respected.  

 In the authorization procedure the following steps must be followed: 

 - obtaining the Urbanism Certificate  

 - obtaining the special permits required in the Urbanism certificate  

 - obtaining construction permits 

 The Urbanism Certificate and the Construction Permit is issued by the local 

competent authority. If the municipality does not have a specialized department or the 

project construction land is in the administrative territory of several municipalities, in 

this case the county council will issue these documents. 

 

 In order to obtain the Urbanism certificate the investor must submit an 

application and a minimal documentation, that contains where and what he wants to 

build. The competent authority in the issued certificate shall determine what spatial 

planning and building rules have to be respected and what other necessary permits from 

the authorities should be obtained.  

 

 Obtaining the permits from special authorities is the duty of the investor. The 

law provides that in all cases it is mandatory to obtain the point of view of the 
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competent environmental protection authority. Additional authorizations are required 

depending on the specific situations, these are stated in the Urbanism certificate. In the 

case of bicycle paths the most frequently required permits from authorities are as 

follows: 

 - if the bicycle path passes through any kind of nature protection area, the 

environmental authority may require an environmental study – which can be made by 

an entitled  

 - if the bicycle path runs along and crosses roads, then the expert opinion of the 

road operator is necessary.  

 - the same applies in the case of railway crossing, with the mention that the CFR 

(Romanian Railway Company) may require that the crossing should be planned by a 

person with a permit issued by them (who probably writes his/her name on the already 

existing plan taken there) 

 - if the bike path passes under power lines, permission from the electricity 

company is needed. A particular problem is that high-voltage lines are under another 

authority and if the track passes under high-voltage lines, then another impact study is 

necessary – of course prepared by a person qualified to do so 

 - it is a frequent case, that the bicycle path crosses irrigation channels, water 

protection devices, the permit of the operating authorities is needed 

 - in urban area permission from the operators of involved utilities must be 

obtained (e.g. water, sewer, gas, electricity, telecommunications) 

 

 In order to obtain a Building Permit, the investor must show the authorization 

plan, the authority permits required in the Urbanism Certificate and it has to prove that 

it is entitled to build on that area. Entitlement means that the area concerned should be 

owned by the investor, or the notarized permit of the rightful owner is required. The 

right of ownership is certified by the official document issued by the Land Registry. 
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 Work can start after obtaining the Building Permit. The construction work will 

be carried out on the base of the Execution Plan and if it is necessary on the base of the 

Detailed Plan containing execution details.  

 

 The authorization plan, the execution plan and the detailed plan requires 

professional engineer rights and these plans have to be checked by an authorized plan 

check engineer.   

 The beginning of the work has to be announced at the Construction State 

Inspectorate (Inspectoratul  de Stat in Constructii – ISC). In order to ensure the quality 

of the performed work, the investor has to supervise the construction process by a 

project superviser.   

 

4. Conclusions 

 In those, who had enough endurance and come this far in reading, the question 

arises:  where and how to build a bike path? Does it worth it at all?  

  

 I cannot answer this question repeatedly! But i can give a few advice how NOT 

to build a bicycle path: 

  - too narrow – in any case the bicycle path has to provide the opportunity 

to travel in both directions. The bicycle path built on one side of the road, which is too 

narrow to allow two cyclists to pass each other, will force cyclists to continue running 

on the road 

  - a bicycle path that often crosses the road from one side to another  – in 

most cases it is difficult to find a place that makes it possible to build the bicycle path 

on one side of the road. But crossing the road too often creates many potential conflicts. 

It is uncomfortable and tiring for cyclists and it engages too much the drivers’ attention. 

  - a bicycle path that is not functional, and which is constructed just 

because this funding opportunity was announced. Cyclists won’t use a non-functional 

way, so constructing it is a waste of money. 
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  - it is a typical case, when different programs fund bicycle paths built in 

rural areas. Is it worth to build a bicycle path in a rural side street, which is not 

asphalted or perhaps not even paved? The 2.00 m wide bicycle path will be used by 

cyclists or cars or carts? Or it would be a more useful investment asphalting the whole 

street, the little traffic does not represent a danger for cyclists.  

 

 Based on the above it became clear that building bicycle paths is not an easy task 

as it seems the first! Therefore, we can say that every good idea in this direction should 

be well considered. Before the decision to build a bicycle path it is recommended to ask 

for the opinion of a person with experience in this field. It is even recommended to 

elaborate a case study regarding the specific situation. Even if the conclusion of the case 

study is not positive, elaborating a study it is much less expensive than a bicycle path 

that proved to be useless! 

 

5.  The use of bicycle paths  

 

 We cannot conclude the topic without talking about the use of bicycle paths.  

 First of all, the construction of a bicycle path is expensive, so we would expect 

that the result of the investment to be usable and used. 

 

 What does it mean that a bicycle path to be usable: 

  - when deciding the necessity of the construction those said so far have 

to be taken into account  

  - a thoughtful design that provides the required parameters 

  - a high quality execution, ensuring the required specifications 

  - a proper maintenance, which ensures the long-term usage 
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http://criticalmass.hu/files/files/ketiskola.jpg 

 

 What does it mean that a bicycle path is used? Primarily the education of the 

public, in order to meet the following basic requirements  

  - cyclists should use the route designated to them, even if sometimes this 

track is slightly longer than the length of the way on the road  

  - other persons involved in traffic SHOULD NOT use bicycle paths. 

Cars should not stop and park in the designated lanes for cyclists, thus 

blocking the way of the cyclists 
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http://www.facebook.com/pages/T%C3%ADzpercbringa/190385840974949 

- official persons in charge of supervising traffic order should not treat 

tolerantly the violation of the first two rules nor from the part of cyclists 

or drivers.  

 

There is an important question in relation with the development of leisure and tourism 

bicycle paths, which was mentioned only marginally. „ It is recommended in some 

places on these bicycle paths to build resting places.” wrote the traffic engineer.  

The attitudes among leisure cyclists identified by the research with the title Needs 

identification and offer mapping, conducted with sociological and statistical methods in 

the frame of the situational survey, have to be taken into account during the planning of 

routes and related facilities. 

Let’s see the conclusions influencing the behaviour of cyclists: 

The interviewed cyclists usually plan their journey based on what they want to see. 

Only less than 25% of cyclists told that they don’t plan their journeys based on the 

attractions that is it does not matter how nice their cycling environment is.29 This result 

also confirms that it is worth building leisure, touristic bicycle paths by touching 
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destination points, attractions, even if the trail will be a little longer than the shortest 

path between the starting and ending point. We should pay attention that the trail should 

lead bikers through spectacular locations, beautiful landscapes.   

Almost 40% of the questioned cyclists travel 16-40 km a day on a tour. Those who 

estimated their daily performance around 5-15 km are nearly the same proportion (24%) 

and those who plan to travel more than 40 km a day during a tour (27%). This allows us 

to determine the distance between the cycling bases. For the majority of the respondents 

(58 %) the scheduled distance is determined by the available time. Of course, the length 

of the daily distance depends on the number of attraction along the route, the number 

and quality of resting places on the route. The more attractions can the biker visit, the 

slower he/she can advance, the more frequent can be accommodation and meals 

providers. The more well-equipped resting areas are waiting cyclists the more likely it is 

that in case of bad weather (rainy fall weather) or very good weather (a very hot sunny 

summer day) cyclists will have more frequent stops and not just glide along the bicycle 

path. 26% of cyclists declared that they stop in 1-5 km, 40% have a rest at every 6-15 

km, 20% stop after 16-30 km, and 13% declared that they stop only above 30 km.  

According to our own experience our 5-year-old son stops after every 2 km, our 10-

year-old son at every 4-5 km, our casual cycling friends demanded a rest after 5 km, 

while regular cyclists felt good to stop after 10-15 km. However, only cyclists in a very 

good condition can ride for 30 km without a stop. Cyclists who ride for the first time on 

a route and if the resting place is inviting and it contains a lot of information about the 

area (for example it is also the resting stop of an educational trail), tend to stop and look 

around more frequently than the usual. Well-equipped resting places can provide a lot of 

information about the landscape surrounding the cyclist. These information can be (like 

on the educational trail) on a board or they can be information points with markings 

from information booklets, or so-called digital information points. Digital information 

points can provide information with the least investment and also have the lowest cost 

of maintenance. We have to show only a QR code or a web address. In this way those 

with a smart phone or a tablet can access information directly via mobile internet about 

the surroundings of the resting place, on the basis of our uploaded materials. In resting 
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places on the basis of their answers cyclists look for a rest, water, beautiful landscape, 

shadow and attractions.  In the next places there is the fatigue and the existence of a WC 

is way behind among their preferences. For the development of resting places the 

necessary items are: bench and table, bike support, information boards and possibly a 

rain shelter.  

Of course the resting places can be linked even with destination (buffet, pastry shop), it 

is not necessary to build a standalone resting place on every route, but every resting 

place, which will be marked in this way, should provide the possibility for stop and sit 

down, even if cyclists do not want to use the paid services.  The frequency of resting 

places is greatly influenced by the nature and difficulty of routes, so we propose to 

examine if they are necessary always taking into consideration the given route.  
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Bicycle traffic in nature. 
 

One part of bicycle traffic establishment requiring special attention is the construction 

of bicycle paths and the ensuring of bicycle traffic in a natural environment.  

 

As we mentioned in the introduction cycling is one of the most environmentally friendly 

form of transport. At the same time the bicycle is a vehicle. As a form of transport is 

environmentally friendly, but the cyclist is environmentally friendly as long as respects 

the nature and he acts as it can be expected from an environmentally conscious traveller.  

In the area affected by the project there are numerous environmental protection areas, 

which are presented in the following two maps.  

 

 
Protected areas in Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county30 

excerpt from the lecture of Habarics Béla 
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It can be seen on the map that the major part of the intervention area is in contact with a 

protected area. During activities in the protected areas the nature protection authority 

pays particular attention to the environmental impact of our activity and it can restrict 

our activity in cases where it presumes the damage of natural values. In these cases, in 

relation to protected areas, we have to pay attention to the obligations of the nature 

protection authority. 

 

The role of the authority is fulfilled by the Upper Tisza Region Environmental 

Protection and Water Management Inspectorate, which in nature protection questions 

decides in the field on the basis of the expert opinion of the staff of the Szatmár-Bereg 

Landscape Protection Area, the regional organization of the Hortobágy National Park. 

Vehicle traffic in protected natural areas is prohibited by law or requires authorization. 
31 
The bicycle as is stated above is considered a vehicle and the cyclist a driver. Thus, 

bicycle traffic in protected natural areas requires authorization. The reason is that 

cyclists can accidentally the protected natural values.  

In the Natura 2000 network areas, sport activities of technical aspect are subject to 

approval.  

In our region this means a lot of obstacles in bicycle traffic, but a partial solution for 

this is that people can cycle freely on public roads. A bad example for traffic in nature is 

the mountain biking, which damages protected areas and natural values. Seen from the 

other perspective in our region touring cycling is going on roads even in nature.   

So more exactly the rule is: 

In protected natural areas (national park, landscape protection area, nature protection 

area) travelling by a vehicle outside the designated roads is possible only with the 

permission of the nature protection authority.  

It is also important to know that according to forest law cycling and horse riding, 

travelling by motorbike or by car in forest areas (regardless of nature protection) is 

permitted just on the designated roads. 
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Another question that arises is the type of the bicycle paths that can be built in protected 

areas. The answer to this is that when planning any kind of bicycle path in protected 

areas the environmental protection authority involved in the authorization process as a 

professional authority obliges the builder to prepare an environmental impact 

assessment. This document is prepared by a qualified environmental engineer. The 

impact assessment investigates the impact of the intervention on the flora and fauna of 

the involved area in relation to the establishment of the bicycle paths, along the full 

track and in the impact area.    

The next question is what kind of coated biking tracks can be built in the natural 

environment. As the soil in our region is clay and alluvial meadow soil, so in rainy 

periods dirt roads become impracticable by bike very soon, they become slippery 

wallows. The construction of some kind of bicycle path is necessary in order to ensure 

cycling. One alternative for the asphalted or paved bicycle paths in this region are the 

crushed stone paths. At the same time their maintenance represents a great burden for 

their administrator, as the use of herbicides to prevent the growth of weeds is prohibited 

in nature protection areas.   

 

In the case of bicycle paths as in any other road, we need to ensure the disposal of rain 

water, which requires special attention in protected areas so that not to drain away the 

natural supply water from water habitats.  

 

We can see many good examples abroad for the collaboration between environment 

protection and cyclists.  In some sections bicycle paths made of planks can be built, but 

we must see that they certainly lay a major maintenance burden on the operator. 

We have to take into account each other’s interests and then we find the best solution.  
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Summary 
 

The situational expertise analyzed the settlements from the point of view of bicycle 

traffic, the study offered advice and direction regarding the development of bicycle 

traffic in our region by taking into consideration the revealed situation. The expertise 

examined the settlements and the area of intervention of the project delimited by the 

built bicycle paths according to uniform aspects. We tried to examine all the 

circumstances that may affect the development of bicycle traffic, so that we should be 

able to make proposals in the study by taking into consideration these and what was said 

at the workshops.   

 

All in all we can say that bicycle traffic exists consistently in the settlements of the 

examined region in a way defined by the settlement structure and traditions of the 

region and by the buying power of the society. These needs vary according to age, but 

once somebody learned – with rare exceptions – they use it, likes to ride a bike or wants 

to use this mode of transport.    Habits developed over long decades cannot be changed 

with quick actions, but we have the opportunity to improve the comfort feeling of 

travelling people. We have the possibility to gradually change bad habits through young 

people and with the help of the police. Through approach forming, we can influence 

decision makers in that direction which has effect in raising bicycle traffic popularity. It 

is necessary for the emerging ideas to be transferred in the development documents of 

the settlements as far as possible. 

 

We wanted to give a document that helps finding the means to reach the aim and to 

determine the necessary level of resources by reviewing the situational expertise, 

making the study with a lot of work – understanding the responsibility in relation with 

handling the problems and using opportunities – and by thinking further the questions. 

We do this so that the number of parallel, antagonistic actions should be reduced, 

however, the number of sequential and synergistic actions increase. The synergistic 

actions will help more effectively in achieving the development goal, than the involved 
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could achieve separately. At the end of our present work and at the beginning of our 

joint work we wish for all people who want to act a lot of success, endurance and many 

happy cycling hours.       
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